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Today is Alcohol Awareness Day

The Exponent
Wednesday, October 28, 1987

The University of Alabama in Huntsville

'Let us dare to read, think, speak and write."—John Adams

UAH enrollment reaches all-time high
by Mike Simmons
for The Exponent
Dr. John Wright, President of UAH,
announced last week what he called "a

healthy" enrollment increase for the
university's 1987-88 Fall Term, but he
expressed some concern regarding
state funding to accommodate that
growth.

According to Wright, headcount
enrollment at UAH for the present
term is six percent higher than that of
Fall Term 1986, with increases evident
in both undergraduate and graduate
categories. Wright said the growth
includes a four percent rise in the fulltime undergraduate student
population and a nine percent hike
among full-time graduate students.
The total student headcount for the
Fall Term is 6,558, which is the largest
total enrollment in the history of UAH,
Wright said.
The president attributed the
enrollment increase to two major
factors: the university's greater
statewide visibility and emerging
national reputation and its
i n t r o d u c t i o n of n e w p r o g r a m
opportunities.
Regarding the former, Wright
pointed to the national attention UAH
has received due to its accomplish
ments in superconductivity, optics and
other disciplines - attention he said is
prompting increasing number of
students to consider UAH as the place
to pursue degrees.
The new programs Wright referred to
include activities with such partners as
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers and
the Alabama Space and Rocket Center.
The latter program last summer
brought over two hunderd high school

teachers to UAH for the first in a series
of programs aimed at providing
science teachers with current training
and infomation in the space sciences.
And yet, Wright said that, as the
university's major missions of
teaching and research are expanding,
the legislative funding needed to
sustain those efforts has failed to keep
pace. He noted that, while enrollment
has risen by nearly ten percent during
the past two years and research
contracts and grants have climbed by
approximately 100 percent over the
same period, state funding in support
of teaching and general university
operations is now 10 percent lower
than it was two years ago.
The president explained that cuts to
UAH's state appropriations made in
1986 were not offset by the university's
1987-88 appropriation, meaning the
institution is now operating with less
state money than it received during its
1985-86 academic year.
"It'8 hard to serve more students and
meet the mounting expectations for our
institution when the state dollars are
not providing an adequate foun
dation," Wright said. "We've shown
many times in the past the return
provided to Alabama's economic
development when the state invests in
UAH. However, when that investment
(continued on page 2)

U.S. News poll names

UAH tops in science
by G. Jeskie
news reporter

Ominous skies loom over the UAH Gallery of Art as a student heads to
Morton Hall for a midterm exam.
(photo by Hajin Kim)

In a recent survey conducted by U.S.
New8 and. World Report, and published
in that magazine's October 26, 1987,
issue, the University of Alabama in
Huntsville was named the top school in
science and technology programs
among colleges in the South.
Some of the colleges surveyed were
selected for special mention because of
particular strengths in either the

sciences or the humanities on the
undergraduate level.
Often the
winners were already highly rated in
overall undergraduate programs.
The survey asked college presidents
to name the top schools in a variety of
categories.
Many selecting UAH
commented on how well the university
had handled the integration of its
programs with the nearby Marshall
programs with industry and
programs with the nearby Marshall
Space Flight Center.

Nominations now accepted for Homecoming Court
by James Spain
intern reporter

program.
Nominees must complete a
nomination form, available at the UC
Since Homecoming will be on Information Desk or UC Room 111.
November 14, Homecoming court Forms must be completed and returned
nominations are now being accepted. in a sealed envelope to the Information
All clubs, organizations and academic Dest or UC 111by 5 p.m. on October 30,
departments are encouraged to 1987.
nominate one candidate for King and
Eligible nominees will be
one for Queen.
interviewed on November 2 a n d 3.
The candidates must meet the Appointments for interviews can be
minimum eligibility requirements of at made by seeing Lori Muehlbauer in UC
least a 2.0 GPA, attendance at UAH for 111 or calling her at 895-6445.
at least three of the last four quarters,
After the interviews are completed,
junior or senior standing and current the selection committee will narrow the
enrollment at UAH of six or more candidates down to five men and five
hours or enrollment in a Co-op women, who will be the 1987

Homecoming Court at UAH. Selected
nominees, as well as those not selected,
will be notified by November 7.
Students selected for the court should
have a photo taken and must complete
a questionnaire for The Exponent.
The Homecoming King and Queen
will be elected on November 12 and 13,

and the winners will be announced at
the Homecoming Hockey Game on
November 14, 1987, at the Von Braun
Civic Center.
Any additional questions should be
directed to Muehlbauer.

Sep. inside:
Adventures in alcohol
Lynyrd Skynyrd concert review
Charger hockey opens this weekend
Soccer team goes on the road
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page 19
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Dollars 'n' Sense

Students can benefit from making budget

by Mortimer Stevens
King Features Syndicated

school or

Courses such as English Composi
tion, World History, General
Psychology and Calculus are likely to
appear on the class schedules of many
freshmen entering college. However,
Money Management 101, a short
course in budgeting for college living
expenses, could also provide a
valuable lesson.
Begin by estimating how much you
will need to cover your daily living
expenses. Some colleges will provide
you with an estimate of how much you
might need for personal expenses, but
most are likely to caution you that such
expenses vary from student to student.
To simplify the budgeting process,
break down your expenses into
categories. You'll probably need to
cover some food costs beyond your
meal plan for those times that you
don't make it to the cafeteria on time or
just can't face another nutritionallybalanced institutional meal.
Transportation costs are another
reality, whether you're commuting to

school or living in the dorm and going
home to visit. You'll also need money
for books, lab fees, school supplies and
the phone bill.
Now that you're on your own, you'll
have to provide for your own
toothpaste, shampoo, laundry and
other essentials you probably relied on
your parents to supply. Although these
items may sound small, they add up.
And, don't forget, you'll want some
entertainment, be it a concert, movie,
sports eventorjustjoiningyour friends
for a night downtown.
Some careful thought will determine
if there are other categories of expenses
you'll need to budget for. Be realistic in
your estimation of how much you'll
need each month to cover the
categories you set up. Once you come
up with the figures, add 10 percent to
your total, just to be on the safe side.
The next step requires you to total
all your sources of income, money from
your parents, your savings, apart-time
job, scholarships or leans, and
determine how much you have
available each month. Hopefully, this
figure is more than or close to the total
of your monthly expenses.

...

_

.

®

What if you find that you just can't themselves and, in some cases are
make ends meet? Suppose your income very successful. The opportunities are
°°e8fn' C°Ver your exPen8es--then
limited only to your imagination and
what? The answer is that you have to the needs in and around your campus.
increase your income or decrease your Students have been successful in
expenses.
starting businesses to meet obvious
Chances are, you've already needs like typing other students' term
exhausted all the normal options for papers as well as more innovative
producing income. The time has come ventures like running a wake-up call
tor a more creative approach.
service, a house-sitting business and
Lots of students go in business for even a birthday cake service.

'You are America' theme
for 1987 Veterans Day
Administrator of Veterans Affairs
Thomas K. Turnage has announced
that this year's Veterans Day theme is
Veterans, You are America."
The VA chief urged Americans to
pay tribute to the more than 27 million
living veterans who have served their
country m uniform, and to the more
than one million who died during
wartime service.
The 34th annual Veterans Dav
observance at Arlington National

Cemetery on Wednesday, Nov 11 1987
will begin at 10:30 a.m. in the
amphitheater with a musical prelude
provided by The Coast Guard Band.
The traditional Presidential WreathLaying Ceremony will begin at11 a.m.
at the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier. A
program of speeches and patriotic
music will follow in the amphitheater.
The American Legion, a national
veterans service organization, will
host this year's activities at Arlington.

Enrollment increase

Student Government Association
OFFICE HOURS FOR LEGISLATORS

Julianne Balogh
Paul Blum
Everett Brooks
Todd Donehoo
Daryl Dunbar
Tim Funston
Kathy Harrison
Stan Jacobs
j Chris Jordan
Stephanie Langley
Jeanne Picht
Deana Preston
Paul Stephens
Monique Towne
Chris Wood

MTW 3:15 - 4:15 PM
M 5:30 - 8:15 PM
TTh 12:00 - 1:00 PM
MWF 10:45 - 11:45 AM
M 1:00 - 2:00 PM, TTh 12:00 - 1:00 PM
M 1:30 - 3:30 PM, W 1:30 - 2:30 PM
T 12:30 - 1:00 PM & 4:00 - 5:00 PM
Th 4:00 - 5:00 PM
T 11:00 - 1:00 PM, Th 2:00 - 3:00 PM
MW 9:15 - 10:15 AM, W 12:15 - 1:15 PM
MW 2:00 - 3:00 PM, Th 12:30 - 1:30 PM
TW 12:00 - 1:00 PM, F 12:00 - 1:30 PM
TTh 9:00 - 10:00 AM
TTh 1:30 - 3:00 PM
TTh 12:30 - 1:30 PM, Th 4:00 - 5:00 PM
MW 10:15 - 10:45 AM, TTh 12:30 - 1:30 PM

OFFICE HOURS FOR OFFICERS

Mike Fairbanks, President
MWF 8:00 -11:00 AM & 1:00 - 2:00 PM, T 8:00 -11:00 AM
David Barrett, Vice President
m \n5£' 3:50 PM
W 12:50 - 3:50 PM

& 7:15

*

8:15 PM> T

3:50 - 5:50 PM

John Ortiz, Finance Officer
TTh 9:00 - 3:00 PM
Michaela Facemire, Legislative Secretary
MW 9:00 -11:30 AM & 3:30 • 5:30 PM, TTh 4:00 - 6:00 PM
Shiela Facemire, Student Services Director
MW 4:00-5:00 PM.TThF 4:00-6:00 PM
For appointments with an official, please call
the SGA office at 895-6428.

(continued from page 1)
is not made and sustained it creates
considerable difficulty for us to provide
the quality of education needed in
Huntsville. If we're to maintain the
quality that Huntsville must have, the
governor and legislature must
recognize our contribution to the
state's welfare and make the funding
of UAH a higher priority."

STUDENTS STOP

THROWING YOURl
MONEY AWAY
Invest in your
future while enjoying
the luxury of your
own Nautilus room,
tennis courts, or
soothing hot tub.
Stepping Stone
Condominiums is now
offering a special
financing package to
full time students
with a minimum
down payment.
for more information call
830-0721 or stop by our office
|STEPPING STONE CONDOMINIUMS!
1155 Oid Monrovia Road
Open daily 10 to 0
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SEDS celebrates Space Awareness Week
by Bill Carswell
for The Exponent
The Students for the Exploration and
Development of Space (SEDS) will be
celebrating Space Awareness Week
next week, beginning Nov. 2, with
events around the campus designed to
students benefit from the
UAH Space Initiative. Some of the
events include a forum where students
can find out from the UAH faculty and
administration exactly what the space
initiative has to offer them and a rocket
contest with a $100 prize for the
winning club and free pizza for all
contestants.
The kick-off event is the Space
Initiative Forum, which will be
moderated by UAH President Dr. John
Wright. The purpose of this event will
be for the faculty and the students to
discuss how all students, from every
discipline, can benefit from the space
initiative.
Each of the five
Deans. Dean
Shoemaker from
the College of
Nursing, Dean Meek from the College
of Arts and Humanities, Dean Billings
of the College of Administrative
Science, Dean Wilson from the College
of Science, and the newly-hired Dean
Russell from the College of
Engineering, will discuss how students
from all the disciplines can make the
Space Initiative work in their favor.
Presentations will also be made by Dr.
Lunquist from the Center for Materials
Development in Space and Dr.

Rosenberger from the Center for
Microgravity Research.
After each of their short, ten-minute
presentation the floor will be opened up
for discussion between the faculty and
students who would like to explore
particular areas of interest. This is
your chance to find out exactly what all
this "Space Initiative" stuff is really
about and how it can help you. Is it
real? Or is it...?
On Wednesday, Nov. 4, the Career
Planning and Placement Office has
organized a Career Information Day.
While the event is being organized for
more than just those interested in
space careers, NASA will be the only
organization with a representative
there. We are urging students to drop
by and take part in thisevent. The CPP
office will be offering workshops to
show students how to interview for
jobs and how to write resumes. They
are also planning other activities to aid
the student faced with imminent
graduation.
A special NASA Marshall Space
Flight Center tour is planned for
Thursday from 1 to 3 p.m. The number
of people allowed is limited due to the
behind-the-scenes nature of the tour;
there were only ten seats left as of the
time of this writing. If you would like to
go on the tour call SEDS at 882-0466
and let them know. Make sure to leave
your name and phone number so they
can get back with you to make
arrangements.
NASA videos of space shuttle

flights, moon landings, planetary
exploration, and other interesting
things will be shown on a large-screen
T.V. in the University Center lobby on
Friday, Nov.6. Then, on Friday night,
the Association for Campus Entertain
ment will show two excellent movies,
The Right Stuff and everybody's
favorite classic, Forbidden Planet.
Don't miss these.
On Saturday, Nov. 7, is the Rocket
Launch Contest. Along with two
categories for experts there will be a
category for UAH clubs and a category
for novices. Each of the four winners
will receive a plaque and the UAH Club

category winner will receive $100 cash
deposited to their club account. The
rockets are easy to make, they don't
cost much to build (about five dollars)
and the entry fee is only one dollar. So
come on out, have lots of fun, and
consume all the pizza and soft drink
you can. And remember, if you belong
to a club you might win a plaque and,
in any case you get all the free pizza,
soft drinks, and fun you can handle.
Model rockets can be purchased atR.C.
Hobbies on Meridian Street or at
Wilson's Hobbies on Governors Drive.
Registration is the day of the event.

Space Awareness Week, November 2-7, 1987
Monday, November 2 — Space Initiative Forum
University Center Room 126, 8-10 p.m.
Wednesday, November 4 — Career Information Day
University Center, all day
Thursday, November 5 — NASA Tour
Meet at UAH, 1-3 p.m.
Friday, November 6 — NASA Videos
University Center lobby, 8-4 p.m.
"The Right Stuff' & "Forbidden Planet," University Center, p.m.
Saturday, November 7 — Rocket Launch Contest and free pizza
Soccer fields behind Research Institute, 12-4 p.m.

4Walk-up'

airline fare
offered to students
Presidential Airways, Inc., operator
of Continental Jet Express and
Continental Express flights from their
hub at Dulles International Airport,
Washington, D.C., announced that it
will offer a system-wide college student
walk-up fare now through Jan. 31,
1988.
Staging a comeback for the popular
student stand-by fares of prederegulation days, Presidential's
"walk-up" fare will be available to
students with valid college
identification card (plus one other
photo ID) at Continental Jet Express
and Continental Express ticket
counters operated by Presidential
Airways.
The airline will charge $49 for its
College Walk-up fare for flights
between any city in their system except
Florida cities. For flights to and from
Florida, the fare will be $69. The
Presidential College Walk-up Fare
does not apply to Continental Airlines
or other Continental Express affiliated
carriers.
Since it is a walk-up fare class, no
advance reservations may be made.
However, students may purchase a
reserved seat for a flight within two
hours of its scheduled departure,
available seats permitting. The
College Walk-up Fare may only be
obtained at the airlines' airport ticket
counters.
Tickets are available on an one-way
basis only. The same two-hour prior,
walk-up procedure would be followed
for the return trip. Tickets are
combinable with any other one-way
fare (i.e., regular advance reservation),
but not combinable with any roundtrip

fare. They are refundable only on the
day of purchase, but may be reissued
subject to all student fare rules and
restrictions. Fares are valid through
Jan. 31, 1987 except during the
following black-out dates: Nov. 24-31;
Dec. 18, 23, 24, 27, 28; Jan. 1-4.
"We consider the college student an
important customer," Geoffrey T.
Crowley, Presidential's senior vice
president—marketing, said. "Whether
their reasons for travel are Florida
vacations, ski weekends, job
interviews or trips home, we're giving
them a reason to travel us."
Although we advise students to
make confirmed, advance reservations
for the holidays, our College Walk-up
Fare program will offer them low-cost
air travel throughout the semester."
Currently Presidential's Conti
nental Jet Express and Continental
Express serve Akron/Canton, OH;
Albany, NY; Binghamton, NY;
Birmingham, AL; Charlottesville, VA;
Charleston, SC; Clarksburg, WV;
Daytona Beach, FL; Elkins, WV;
Huntsville, AL; Indianapolis, IN;
Knoxville, TN; Lexington, KY;
Melbourne, FL; Morgantown, WV;
Norfolk/Virginia Beach, VA; New
York City (JFK Airport),NY;
Philadelphia, PA; Portland, ME;
Roanoke, VA; Sarasota/Bradenton,
FL; Savannah, GA/Hilton Head, SC
and Washington, D.C. (Dulles Airport).
Continental Jet Express provides fullservice flights from 16 cities aboard 90seat British Aerospace 146 jetliners
and 119-seat Boeing 737s. Continental
Express offers flights from 10 cities on
19-seat British Aerospace Jetstream
31 turboprop aircraft

Coming in November:
The RagplonentH!

Alcohol Awareness Day October 28, 1987
10:30 am - 3:30 pm

12:00 - 1:30 pm

FREE DRINKS
University Center Lobby
NON-ALCOHOLIC BEVERAGES SERVED
FEELING GOOD AGAIN
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Physiological, Spiritual, and Psychological
Perspectives on Alcohol Recovery. A lunch and
panel presentation by "Project Dialogue".
PANELISTS:
William Confer, PhD., Clinical Psychologist,
Coordinator of Adult Counseling Services
Division, Mental Health Center
Robert Wise, Ed.D., Licensed Professional
Counselor
Chaplain from Bradford at Huntsville

$3.50, Reservations can be made by calling 536-9441,
deadline is Noon on October 26, 1987.
1:30 - 2:30 pm

DRINKING SENSIBLY OR STUPIDLY
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Your reflexes don't lie.
Come see how alcohol affects SGA President,
Mike Fairbanks and other campus personalities.

2:30 - 3:00 pm

NAB CONTEST
University Center, Exhibit Hall A
Non-Alcoholic Beverage recipes submitted by UAH
students and/or student organizations will be
judged.
$50.00 AWARDED for the best recipe. You must be
be present to win.

Sponsored by the University Counseling Advocacy
Network and Student Development Services (895-6203)
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editorials and letters
The pen is mightier than the sword"
Adventures in alcohol, or EUI— editing under the influence
by Cindy Rodriguez
editor
Last week I got drunk. Actually. I was one of five panelists who
volunteered to be guinea pigs for Alcohol Awareness week. So, in the
name of science and for the benefit of UAH, I got drunk. A video
camera recorded all that went on so that during Alcohol Awareness
week at UAH, the UAH community could see for themselves how
alcohol affects people.
Unfortunately for me, the taping was to be on a Tuesday night. In
cast you didn'^ know, Tuesday is the day (and night) we frantically try
to put The Exponent together before shipping it to the printers.
Tuesday is also the day I have two two-hour classes, and by the time
my 3:50-5:50 p.m. Russian class was over, I began to have second
thoughts about going through with this "Drinking Sensibly or
Stupidly" panel.
Everything had already gone wrong. We had just hired a new
typesettist and a new proofreader; both were learning how to use the
typesetting machine. If you read the Oct. 14 issue and noticed several
little "£" marks throughout the newspaper, you'll know what I meanthe "£" key looks like a quotation mark on the typesetting machine. So
the new proofreader was in a state of panic trying to replace all the
pound marks with quotation marks.
Somehow, with all this going on, I couldn't imagine myself going
through with the experiment. As my doubts became greater, I even
tried to recruit a classmate and several Exponent staff members to
take my place on the panel. Unfortunately for me, no one could.
Since I had given Dr. Biller my word that I would be there, I decided I
couldn't back out now.
I had been told to be at the Noojin House by 6 p.m. Dragging my
heels and listening to my stomach growl, I arrived rather late,
carrying a can of Beanie Weanies. I had missed the free Stanlieo
sandwiches that were served at 5:30 p.m. and I wasn't about to start
drinking on an empty stomach. After everyone laughed at my little
can of Beanie Weanies, Dr. Biller informed me he had saved a
Stanlieo's sub for me.
I started eating my sub and began feeling very strange with the
other panelists watching me and a video camera breathing down my
neck (this is what I get for being late!)
The Huntsville police officers helping with the test were having
trouble with their breath analyzer, but everyone was patiently
waiting for their drinks. Finally we were given theOK to drink. Let me
tell you, Stanlieo's subs are pretty salty-within an hour, I had downed
three drinks.

Pssst

by Stephen Awoniyi
features reporter

Whenever I think of this frisky little season, I
cannot but have to hold back a mirthful
The bats in the tree,
The bats it must be!
They dart out at night
When they cannot see.
'Tis not we, they fluttered:
Though we fly by sound
Much less using sight
Still we do not go
A-'bump' in the night.

Fellow guinea pig, Steve Bruce, was perhaps the fastest drinker.
After the first couple of drinks I found myself in second place. By this
time, I began feeling a little hazy, but I remember a conversation we all
had about Millie Anglin serving our drinks to us. Some of the panelists
felt that UAH President J ohn Wright should have been the one serving
the drinks. Later, though, we all agreed that Millie was much prettier.
By the time my designated driver dropped me off at the University
Center, I was feeling just fine (although a bit tipsy). In fact, I'm afraid
I have to admit that I showed up at an ODK meeting drunk. Still, I was
drunk in the name of science.
After the ODK meeting, I went back to The Exponent office where
everything was in shambles. They put me right to work writing
headlines. I don't think I was much help, though. Have any of you
read the Oct. 14 issue of The Exponent? I hope you enjoyed some of

(<I

could have sworn the drinks did not
affect me. . .hut I don't remember a lot of
what happened after my three drinks. I do
remember feeling just fine."
our headlines, such as "New core curriculum at Core curriculum to
change," "ROTC program steps recruiting efforts on campus," and
"Task force disucsses new core curriculum."
The funny thing is that I could have sworn the drinks did not affect
me. I mean I only registered a .02 on the breath analyzer. But one of
the officers told me that after an elapsed time, the .02 would later rise to
a .05 reading.
The next day, a production assistant informed me that I had been
whistling rather loudly when I came back from the Alcohol Awareness
demonstration. I don't remember whistling at all. I do remember
turning off one of our vital machines, the waxer, over 30 minutes before
we were through using it. Since it took another 20 minutes for the wax
to re-melt, I almost wound up in the morgue after a production
assistant discovered I had turned off the machine.
I realize that some of this may not make a lot of sense to some of you,
especially if you're not around the newsroom on Tuesday nights. The
point I want to impress on everyone is that I don't remember much of
what happened after I drank my three drinks. I do remember feeling
just fine.
Alcohol-don't let it fool you. It's when you think you're fine that you
really aren't. Believe me, I have the headlines to prove it!
P.S. I would like to personally thank the mystery person who sent
me a half dozen roses. They were lovely.

Bats and broom-riding witches,
crawlies and things that go bump
in the night

chuckle. As I lay in my lonely-night bed and bedside — it says "bats and broom-riding
recall memories of months gone by, when I witches, crawlies and things that go bump in
would stare past my empty window into the gay the night." Things that go bump in the night?
and unrestrained night sky, at the lonely star That chuckle of amusement creeps back over me
silently chasing the laughing moon (that it again. A most interesting application of
never catches) across the festive 'star-playful' imaginative language, this. But ... what are
sky. I look out at the dark sky now, and I reach things that 'go bump in the night'?
out my hand to pat the little card lying by my

Hmm...
My three-legged dog
Three fine steps he take(s)
But upon the fourth
To the ground doth take.
0 master, he stumbled:
Say, deep in the night
1 sleep, oh, so tight
And I do not snore
Or 'bump' in the night

Angels meek and kind
Cherubs pure and sweet
Please come down tonight
And hold down my sheet(s)
In sweet strains, they issued:
Ye cold Christmas nights
We sing of His might
Our glee never sounds
Like 'bump(s)' in the night

Even if Nicaragua complies with the
peace plan and implements a U.S.
approved democracy, Mr. Schultz says

that the $270 million is needed to
support the Contra's political
movement within that country. Not
only is this forbidden under the Arias
plan, it would also be inexcusable
meddling in support in another
nation's democratic process. If the

0 sad day, he trembled:
To pantry I sneak
My steps falling light
So as not to make
Telling 'bump(s)' at night.
I turned to the wind
My thoughts for to cast
My vain quest to bear
To end it at last.

Correction:•
In last issue's Letter to the Editor by
Andy Horn, the fourth paragraph
should have read as follows:

Then I saw the wife
Rollers in her hair
Rolling pin in hand
Her husband in tear(s)

Contras have overwhelming popular
support in Nicaragua as President
Reagan claims, their fellow
Nicaraguans will put them in power in
the municipal election scheduled for
1990.

How funny, she whistled:
1 blow north and south
And puff left and right
But that hardly thumps
A 'bump' in the night.
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Editorials and letters 9 continued
Huntsville traffic includes speed demons, slow pokes, and other creatures of the night
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
After reading Morgan Andriulli's comments on "Commuting to
UAH is a test of nerves..." in last's Exponent, I would like to add
my comments and amendments to his commentary.
Huntsville traffic is definitely a test of nerves. Now, I take
tranquilizers to sleep at night I'm so nervous (not really, but I should).
There are many DUI arrests in this city. Since I have moved to
Huntsville and experienced the crazy traffic, I now understand why —
it could drive a lot of people to drink.
Take Governor's Drive (please take it). It is one bloody traffic light
after another in front of clubs that look like they ought to line Sunset
Strip. In the daytime, the whole road is pandemonium. In the
evenings, it is a race to get away from whiskey-infested '71 Mustangs
and staggering pedestrians waving their beer cans at you. At the least,
a toothless biker may stare at you while you wait at a light (locking
your doors inconspicuously and kicking your purse under the seat
meanwhile).
Then there's South Parkway. No more needs to be said. Instead of
building overpasses over Weatherly, Golf, Lily Flagg, and Airport
Roads, someone should start a service that would transport (kind of
like in Star Trek) cars from Drake to Redstone Road. It takes 20 to 30
minutes to get from Drake to Redstone Road at 5:30. And my parents
wonder why I take 8 p.m. classes.
I have determined that there are two types of obnoxious drivers on
our city streets. They have two unions: Association of Senseless
Speeddemon Huntsville drivers (or ASSH) and the Obnoxious Little
Everpresent Slow-boat-to-China drivers (or OLES). These two unions
have recently merged to become the ASSH-OLES of Huntsville.
The first group does an average of 70 mph (60 mph in residential
sections) and does it on your tailpipes. They do not drive Trans Ams,
Corvettes, or Z-28s. No, these people drive ragged out Honda Civics,
little foreign pick-ups, and ancient Pontiacs with half-flat tires and
blue smoke out the tailpipes. You know the ones. All you see of them is
their car's grillwork in your rear-view and their fists flailing out the
window.
This union group also includes the drips that are turning from a
road onto the Parkway — or other main drag — and pull out across the
outside lane (which is empty) and into the inside lane (where your are
fishtailing because your brake fluid is low and this drip does this trick
in your lane). These guys deserve to be hit but they are usually a lot

larger than I am and, therefore, I just screech my radials at them.
The second group is not usually just the "little old lady" drivers, but
some Camaros, Porsches, and Monte Carlos are slow, too. They must
be driving so slow because either (1) they have no insurance and are
afraid they'll hit something, or (2) they already have and they suffered
brain damage from it.
Slow drivers in the right lane do not bother me. Those guys have a
right to poke around if they want. But it's the freaks that feel they are
doing a public service by holding up traffic and doing 40 mph on the
Parkway that try my patience.
Someone wrote in to The Huntsville Times about six months ago
defending slowpokes in the left lane. She said that those.slowpokes
may be looking for an address. (If she is out there, somewhere, I hope
she is reading this.) On the Parkway? Better yet, on the overpass
section? If she is looking to make a left turn while driving on those
overpasses, I would like to be invited to see that. She would quickly
smash into the divider wall and perhaps have a ragged out Honda up
her tailpipe (for life).
Others that belong in this group include the cars that run parallel to
each other in the lanes on the Parkway (of course at the busiest times).
I don't want to get started on that group so I'll move on here.
Minor irritants include ASSH-OLES members such as red-light
runners, four-way stop inconsiderates, no-blinker drivers, people who
take naps (or siestas) at traffic lights, high school girls who apply eye
shadow and swerve into your lane, and the dreaded jock in the VW
Baja Bug who wants to race from red lights.
Then there's always the moron who "forgets" to turn off his brights
on a curve. (It's ALWAYS on a curve when the ASSH-OLES do this).
Then your retinas have spots on them until you go on a cruise to see a
Haitian witch doctor to cure it.
If this column has done nothing else, it has reminded you all of all
the ASSH-OLES on the roads. To all members of that group, please
drive slow in the right lane, don't tailgate, have consideration for
others, and TURN OFF YOU BRIGHTS!!!
Epilogue
I guess it is about time for me to drive home. I think I could use a beer
to survive the traffic, though (okay, okay... a ROOT beer). And though
I won't be drinking, I'll be watching out for ASSH-OLES. And if any
police are reading this, don't mistake my I.B.C. root beer bottle for
generic beer again! And I'm in a white Toyota. Or a blue Mazda. Or a
red Camaro. Or a black Fiero. Or a silver Charger. Or a green Duster...
(But not in a ragged-out Honda or a slow Monte Carlo!)

f| LETTERTOTHEEDITORLETTERTOTHEEDITORLETTERTOTHEEDITOR ||
Willhite replies to charges against'bickering' White House journalists
Dear Editor:
I must respond to Bruce Tucker's
letter to the Exponent (Oct. 21) about
the "educators" harasssing two
estimable national journalists who
were trying to do a difficult job in the
White House Rose Garden.
His letter was just another lame
attempt from the conservative peanut
gallery to indict the media, thereby
excusing a limping president. As
usual, the thin veil of outrage at the socalled "unfair."
Media does not obscure the facts.
Firstly, the ceremony in question
was completed. The participants were
headed toward the garden gate. Some
apparantly believed they were in a
somber moment of reverent silence as

the dog and pony show ended. (The
Pope wasn't so honored). Sam
Donaldson must have interrupted their
minute of smug, self-adoration.
Secondly, until a Reaganomics crisis
forced him to call one Oct. 22, the
president's last press conference was
in June! What historic events brought
about by this administration have
passed with no presidential comment
"over the past several months?" How
regal of Ron to brush aside such trivial
matters as an informed voting public.
Though it was not surprising, it was
indeed impertinant for those educators
to attack the journalists and to gainsay
Mr. Reagan's own chosen method for
dealing with newspeople. Mr. Reagan
himself has set the precedent for
tossing-off John-Waynish one-liners to

shouted questions from the news
media as he strides past them on the
way to his next dog and pony show. He
conveniently feigns deafness, though,
when a question threatens to further
crack his contrived image.
He loves to sound six-gun tough!
However, when he ignores real
questions, his suporters yell "foul" at
journalists for asking them. This in an
obvious attempt to avert attention
from his evasion of public
accountability. ("Over my dead body")
I want to know the answers to the
queries he is ducking. And, to the
conservatives' everlasting pique, we
have the right to know. Conservatives
would have us sit quietly and trust
them. I'd rather cast an informed
ballot.

Review of Fatal Attraction not acceptable
to reader, Greene opinion of movie is given
To the editor:
sink, a cold, metal elevator, and a white
This letter is a rebuttal to the recent sink, a cold, metal elevator, and a
incoherent review of Fatal Attraction white, concrete-block bedroom did
that appeared in The Exponent. stress the point that the Douglas-Close
Fatal Attraction is one of the best—if affair was actually one of coldness
not the best so far— films of 1987.
rather than one of hot passion.
not the bestso far—films of 1987. From
So if you want to see a great movie
the beginning to the extremely that will thrill, chill, and terrify you
climactic end, the viewer will sit in (the makers of the so-called horror
anticipation and wonder what could movies Friday the 13th, Nightmare on
possibly happen next. Glenn Close is
Elm Street, etc. should watch this
my least favorite actress, and yet she movie how to really terrify an
gave a totally memerizing perfor audience), I hiehlv recommend Fatal
Attraction. The other one hundred or
mance as a psychotice madwoman,
mance as a psychotic madwoman. so other people who were in the
She, along with co-stars Michael audience that night would also agree;
Douglas and Anne Archer, should be a this was the first movie in years in
favored contender for the Academy which the audience has actually
Awards next year. I do have to admit cheered and applauded—an adult
the sex scenes were a bit gratuitous for audience. I give Fatal Attraction five
actors of the talent and star caliber of stars out of five.
Sincerely,
Douglas and Close. However, the
Delaine Greene
setting of the sex scenes in a cold, metal
Senior
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So, thanks Sam Donaldson for
slipping a question into every crevice.
Thanks, too, Bill Plante for your
persistence with this close-mouthed
Republican. We pride ourselves in our
free flow of information here in the
U.S., regardless of how embarassing or
condemning it may be to Mr. Reagan
and his clan of cringing conservatives.
Thanks again Sam and Bill for
trying to crack that nut. And, thank
God those abyssmally bombastic,
conservative dogmatics are on their
way out! Press indeed!
Stephen A. Willhite
P.S. Beware naively-postured
educators smugly trying to enforce
their distorted social views. Watch
your knuckles, they still pack rulers!
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FOR SALE

HEALTH INFO.

Living Room Suites, Sofa Sleepers, New
$195.00 and up. Dining room furniture
starting at $169.95 and up. Used office
desks $65.00. Call 539-6399.

PREGNANT

HOUSING
Room Mate Wanted. Governor's House
Apartments.
$140/month.
Fully
furnished. With Tennis Courts and
swimming pool. Within walking distance
to UAH. Call Brett Miller at 895-9723.
SNOW SKI in UTAH
For Rent, 1 Bedroom Condo
furnished; sleeps 6. Available Nov.
28 through Dec. 5. $450 for the week.
880-3621.

LOOK TO THE CLASSIFIEDS

Happy
Halloween

HELP WANTED
Earn extra spending money
during your break

NEED HELP?
Call Pregnancy Hotline

533-3526
AUTOS FOR SALE
Women's Community Health Center
S.H.E. Center
Pregnancy testing, family planning,
abortions, women's health care &
counseling. All services confidential. 131
Longwood Drive. 533-9228.

Is It True You Can Buy Jeeps for $44
through the U.S. government? Get the
facts today! Call 1-312-742-1142 Ext.
243.

Office Hours: 8-5, Mon-Sat.
Phone Information until 8 p.m.

1972 Toyota Corona Mark II Station
Wagon. Ugly but dependable. New
tires, AM/FM cassette. Manual trans.
$500. Call Marylyn 721-9191 (W) or 536536-7628 (H).

CLASSIFIEDS — $3.00 for 30 words
or less. A$1.00for each additional 10
words.

(Egypt.)

22. Not any
(colloq.)
25. Pig pen
26. Cravat
27. Grampus
30. Vended
31. Belonging
to a girl
32. Native of
Scotland
35. Therefore
37. Earth as
a goddess

38. Cordial
41. Run from
43. Capital
(Turk.)
44. Stock of
money
45. Aging
47. Finishes
48. Metallic rocks
DOWN
1. Bright red
2. American
Indian
3_Beginning
4. Bone
(anat.)
5. Sphere
6. An abbot's
term of
office

7. Kind
of rock
8. Canvas
shelters
10. Rap lightly

Airlines now Hiring.

11. Warms

MagicMaze

13. Affirmative

ACROSS
1 Mjyor
conflicts
5 Copper head?
8 James or
Tommie
9 Bath locale
10 Word after
lie or smoke
12 Watercourse
13 Life's work
15 Sometimes
it's good
18 Shelley's
" — to the
West Wind"
19 Abound
20 Marry
21 Laura
3 Slowed down
Mars'
4 Get angry
features
5 Perry Mason,

1 Bankroll
2 Iron or
Bronze

CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING. M/F.
Summer & Career opportunities (will
train). Excellent pay plus world travel.
Hawaii, Bahamas, Caribbean, etc.
CALL NOW 206-736-0775 Ext. Clll.

(F.)

40. Yes (Dial,
var.)
42. Crescentshaped
plane
46. Cobalt (sym.)

One-Minute
Crossword

DOWN

Travel Promoters Wanted
EARN HIGH COMMISSIONS plus
FREE TRIPS! FANTASTIC-BUSINESS
EXPERIENCE FOR YOUR RESUME!
Meet people and gain recognition on
your campus as an Entertainment Tours
Spring Break Trip Campus Represent
ative. Call toll free 1-800-525-1638 and
ask for Entertainment Tours.

of cloth
32. Shinto temple
33. Perfume
34. Made of oak
36. Bid
39. Exceedingly

(solutions to
crossword puzzles,
MagicMaze on page 14)

6 Channel
marker
7 Longest
whollySpanish river

PLAY: (by Vic Martin) Read the list ol words. Look at the puzzle. Youll find these words |
in all directions — horizontally, vertically, diagonally, backwards. Draw a circle around
each letter ot a word lound in the puzzle, then strike it off the list. Circling it will show a I
letter has been used but will eave it visible should it also form part of another word Find .
the big words first When letters of all listed words are circled, you'll have the given
number of letters left over. They'll spell out the answer.

HINT: Framework (8 letters)
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11 Make
13 "Food" for
the humble?
14 Assistant
16 Average
grade
17 Summertime
trio?

Hiring Today! Top Pay! Work at Home.
No experience needed. W- ;te Cottage
Industries. 1407 1/2 Jenkins. Norman,
Oklahoma 73069.

A Few spare Hours? Receive/ forward
mail from home! Uncle Sam works hard you pocket hundreds honestly! Details,
send self-addressed stamped envelope.
BEDUYA, Box 17145, Tucson, AZ
85731.

21. Belonging
to me
23. Trouble
24. Shades of
a primary
color
27. Exclama
tion
28. University
29. Formula
of faith
30. A thread

reply
18. To place on

TYPISTS - Hundreds weekly at home!
Write: P.O. Box 17, Clark, NJ 07066.

HOMEWORKERS WANTED! TOP
PAY! C.I. 121 24th Ave., N.W. Suite
222, Norman, Oklahoma 73069.

King Crossword
ACROSS
1. Begone!
5. Inner bark
of the linden
tree
9. Policeman
11. Happens
12. City (N.Y.)
14. American
Indian
15. River in
Nebraska
16. Man's
nickname
17. Toward
19. Luck _
20. Evening
sun god

Need babysitter for 2children (ages 21/2
and 6 months) in Madison. If you are
dependable and can work weekdays
from 7:30 - 5:30 in December and the
begining of January, call 837-8821. You
will not have to work on Christmas Eve
or Christmas Day or New Year's Day.
Pay is $125 per week (excluding
holidays.)
Be prepared to show
references.

T

R

E

V

A—Acromion; B—Bone; C—Cartilage, Cervical, Clavicle,
Coracoid; D—Disk; E—Elbow, Epiphysis; F—Fibula,
Frontal; G—Glabella; L—Lacuna, Uium; M—Mandible,
Maxilla, Metatarsals; P—Periosteum; R—Radius;
S—Sacrum, Scapula, Squamusal, Sternum; T—Tarsal;
V—Vomer, Vertebra

Reservationists, stewardesses
and ground crew positions
available. Call 1-619-565-1630
for details. 24 hours.

PART TIME - HOME MAILING
PROGRAM! Excellent income! Details,
send self-addressed, stamped envelope.
WEST, Box 5877, Hillside, NJ 07205.

Deja Vu!
Hockey season starts soon.
"We shall return;"
The True Blue UAH Zoo
Crew of Section 18.
Congrats Cindy.
"Write"on Kelly!"
The Beach rocks UAH, Aloha,
The Zookeeper.

signs of life, check the pulse

pulse
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campus events
and announcements
professionals within each of the
College's major areas including,
computer science, physics, optics,
biological sciences, mathematics and
statistics, physics and chemistry.
The first
annual Science Career
Information Day was an over
whelming success with over 200
students participating. Remember, the
success of this year's event depends on
your active participation. If you have
any questions, please call the Career
Planning and Placement Office, 895-

6612.

French Club

University Center Building Hours
(effective September 19, 1987

General Building
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
Friday

Saturday
Sunday...............

.7:10 a.m.
.7:30 a.m.
8:00 a.m.
CLOSED

Information Dealt
Tuesdav>

Wednesday, Thursday

Sunday

Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday

Friday

Saturday
Sunday

8 : 1 5 a.m.

.8:15 a.m.
10:00 a.m
CLOSED

The Exponent

.8:15 a
.8:15 a
10:00 :
CLOSED

Administrative Offing
Monday - Friday*
Saturday & Sunday....
* Admissions & Record
Academic Advising

Cafeteria
Monday - F r i d a y . .
Saturday & Sunday

CLOSED
Monday - Thursday...8:15 a.m
Friday
8:15 a.m
Tuesday & Thursday..7:30 a.m
Monday, Wednesday & Friday
7:30 a.m

7:30 a.m
CLOSED

Photographers
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Artist Gail Bergeron has had some of her works on exhibit at the University Center Art
Gallery. Above is a sampling of the Southern folks she captured on canvas.

(photo by Hajin Kimi

Gail Bergeron paints pictures of the soul

Canvas comes alive in art exhibit

by James Smith
intern reporter
Canvas came to life as I listened to
Gail Bergeron relate the personal
experience around each painting;

obscure characters of southern folk art.
I met the artist, Bergeron, at an open
reception. I had never been to such a
reception and had no idea of what to
expect. Looking into the matter ahead
.of time, I spent some time looking at

The Huntsville Hilton
401 Williams Ave., Huntsville, Alabama
Saturday, November 7
Preview at 7:00 pm, Auction Lots 1-155 at 8:00 pm

Sunday, November 8
Preview at 2:00 pm, Auction Lots 156-310 at 3:00 pm
This auction sale will include works submitted directly from the
personal collections of Yaacov Agam. Harold Altman.

Laszlo Dus. Lebadang. and Victor Vasarely.

In addition. Park West Galleries has been able to assemble
numerous works from the editors, collaborators, dealers, relatives
and estates of Appel, Audubon, Chagall. Churchill.

Cezanne. Erte Goya. Matisse. Manet. Max. Miro.
Picasso Rembrandt. Renoir, Toulouse-Lautrec.
Tobiasse. and others. Also offered will be important 19th century
Japanese woodcuts and fine paintings by European land

scape and portrait artists.
This sale has been completely cataloged, and the authenticity of
each work is guaranteed by Park West Galleries. All works are
custom framed and conservation mounted using acid free. 100%
rag mats.
Bid estimates for most lots are between $50 and $900, however
a significant number, have estimates exceeding $ 1 .OOO
Illustrated catalogs

$3.00

at the auction

Auctioneer: Todd Busick #886 City of Huntsville
License #09533

the works in the small art gallery of the
University Center. At a first quick
glance, the paintings were no more
than inaminate people.
Upon closer inspection, however, I
became more and more drawn to the
pictures. Each picture is life-size,
capturing every detail but without the
concreteness of a photograph. The
more I-looked at the pictures, the more I
saw, and the more I wanted to keep on
looking at them. To this end, the artist
had won; I had completely forgotten
about trying to get some insight of the
artist and was overtaken by her work.
The paintings are all of southern folk
artists wood carvers, guitar makes,
and other craftsmen. Each portrait
had a character about it, the canvas
seemed to see beyond the eye and
accurately protray the soul of each
person.
Then the reception came. As I
entered the gallery, I looked at each
person in turn, asking myself, "Is this
her?" She remained unknown to me
until I asked a fellow onlooker if he
know who she was. She was a small,
almost petite woman, but she had
strong hands that have been no
stranger to work (she takes odd jobs to
support herself and her work).

1 introduced myself and asked her to
tell me about the show. She told me
about each of the people portrayed as if
they were all close friends. She told me
that she had spent three or four days
with each person having them sit while
she painted. As she painted them, she
became more acquainted, and she
incorporated the persons lives into
their portraits.
Her casualness put me at complete
ease. She was in fact as alive as her
characters, living her own colorful life
— whatever color she chose.
I tried not to entirely monopolize her
time as there were other guests to meet.
As I stepped back to study her, a young
child asked her a question, 'Are these
painted on wood?" She sprang to life!
She acted as if this were the most
important question all day. I watched
them as they talked, and before long,
they were buddies. This child would
not go home with the memory of
another boring evening among stuffy
grown-ups, but rather one of meeting a
new friend.
I too left with a much different
feeling than I had expected. Gail
Bergeron's work is very much alive
with character, and so is she.

S.H.E. CENTER
family p l a n n i n g * c o u n s e l i n g
p a p s m e a r s * pelvic/breast e x a m s
s e x u a l l y t r a n s m i t t e d di se a se t e s t i n g (ST D's)
e d u c a t i o n * public s p e a k e r s

WOMEN'S COMMUNITY HEALTH
CENTER
p r e g n a n c y t e s t i n g * o p t i o n c ounse l i ng
1st trimester abortions
r e p r o d u c t i v e h e a l t h c a r e se rvi c e s/ re fe rra l s
All services confidential
Office hrs: 8am-5pm (Mon-Sat)
Phone info until 8pm
131 Longwood Dr. Huntsville

533-9228
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'Mark Twain's America'
coming to Dinner Theater
by Lori Grimwood
for The Exponent
Actor Will Stutts will perform his
one-person play, "Mark Twain's
America!" at the University Center
Exhibit Hall Nov. 5.
Stutts, an Alabama native who most
recently appeared in the CBS miniseries, "George Washington,"
originated his characterization of
Twain in 1968. His performances have
been featured on PBS, at the World's
Fair in New Orleans, in a nationallyaired television commercial for Olivetti
Typewriters and in a series of
performances aboard the historic
Mississippi River Steamboat, Delta
Queen.
"Mark Twain's America!" is one
segment of the UAH University
Center's Dinner Theater series. The
menu is an appropriate array of
Southern delicacies consisting of
catfish, fried chicken, collard greens,
Will Stutts as Mark Twain

SCH€DUL€ OF GVJGMT9
OCTOBER 1987

700 MONROE STREET

OAY
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THURS.

DATE

28
29
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Ktf

HUNTSVILLE. ALABAMA JS80I

L0C.

205/533-1953

^
TIME

E

NASA MEETING & RECEPTION

P

"THE DAUGHTER OF THE REGIMENT" - Huntsville Opera Theatre

7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
7:30 P.M.
8 : 0 0 P..M.
8:00 P.M.
7:30 P.M.

FRI.

30

A
P

UAH HOCKEY - UAH -vs- UNIVERSITY O F MAINE
"THE DAUGHTER OF THE REGIMENT"

SAT.

31

A
C
P

OAK RIDGE BOYS CONCERT
SINGING MEN - Oakwood College Church
THE DAUGHTER OF THE REGIMENT

r

-

E V E N T

A

6:00 & 7:00 P.M.

ARENA / C - CONCERT HALL / P - PLAYHOUSE / E - EXHIBIT HALL

A-LOUNGE WILL BE OPEN

—
D U R I N G THfci»fc fcvtiN

i »

, . .

A

- n r r i / c r<o rDCHIT CflDn«; 4CCFPTFn ON
__

DAY OF SHOW.

black-eyed peas, yams, corn on the cob,
biscuits and apple cobbler. Dinner will
be served at 6 p.m. followed by Stutts'
performance at 7:30 p.m.
Dinner Theater tickets are $11 for
UAH students, faculty and staff, and
$13 for the general public. Tickets are
also available for the performance
alone, free to UAH students and $3 for
the general public. Tickets will be
available at the University Center
Information Desk until Monday, Nov.
2 at 5 p.m.
For more information, contact the
UC Information Desk at 895-6009.

WANT MORE
THAN A
DESK JOB?
Looking for on exciting and
challenging career
where each day is different?
Many Air Force people
have such a career as Pilots
and Navigators. Maybe you
can join them. Find out
if you qualify. Contact your
Air Force recruiter today.
Call
TSgt Chuck Smith
(615)320-5231 Collect
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Q: Do you favor UAH adopting a core curriculum?
Melanie Cox
Special Non-Degree
Faculty

Mark Taylor
English
Freshman

A: "Yes, because it gives people more
time to decide what they want to major
in. If the courses are more common,
they have more time to decide and can
make a more informed decision. I
recruit for UAH and most high school
students really don't know what they
want to major in. Core curriculum
would help them decide."

A: "No, because some people have
weakness and strengths that they can
handle without having to take classes
that would put them behind. For
instance, my math is really bad, but I
have a lingual ability and I wouldn't
want to have to put aside the
development of my lingual ability to
take classes that I wouldn't do well in.
Besides, they wouldn't help my
career."

by Judith Baer
features writer
photos by
Hajin Kim

Paula Redmond
Finance
Junior
A: "No, because I don't think you need
to take unnecessary classes unless you
just want to. It's a waste of time and
money if it doesn't help your major."

Ralph Drensek
Electrical Engineering
Junior
A: "No, because why should somebody
have to take courses if it doesn't
pertain to their major. They already
have us take a few basic classes in
other areas."

Christine Von Pragenau
Biological Sciences
Sophomore
A: "Yes, because you get more of a
chance to build on your major, you get
to know more about other fields and
have a wider education."

The Association for Campus Entertainment Special Events presents.

Attractions include

UAH Hockey Hot Legs Contest
Sidewalk Chalking Contest
Banner Competition
Pep Rally
"Pencil-Guessing" Contest
For exact time and date of these activities call
Stoner at 895-6428.

Call the Housing office at 895-6108 for information
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Lynyrd Skynyrd: good band, bad memories
"What does this rebel flag totin' bunch of white, middle-class, blue-collar, rural
southern males know about music?" the Well-Read ask. Probably not much.
But, what they do know is that the only place to be when Lynyrd Skynyrd is
It must first be said that the Lynyrd Skynyrd Band is an acquired taste—or
back in town is at the concert.
repugnance, depending on one's point of view. There is so much not to like
When the band took the stage, it was obvious they had been changed by the
about the band. They represent things that progressive, low-cal minded people
'80s. Their hair and clothes were updated, but age and prudence had,
of the '80s do not like to think about: hard drinking, honky tonks, disreputable
respectively, increased their beer bellies while improving their pallor. After
women, poverty, troubled adolescence, the rural South and, especially, to 70s.
their traditional, fast-paced opener, "Workin' for the MCA," it becam clear
There is hardly anyone who does not loathe a snapshot of his or herself than
that appearances were all that changed. For more than two hours the band
around 1977. The hair is too long.The clothes are too dowdy. The same goes for
a Skynyrd album cover. They look awful. Long hair, dowdy clothes, beer- never left the stage, neither did hardly a soul in the entire arena sit down.
The band still had the same low-budget stage setup, right down to the
bellies and pallid complexions are not regarded as good packaging for the '80s.
restored
Peavy amps. The only concessions to high-tech glitz were in the form
The '70s conjure memories of low fashion, high inflation, Watergate and gas
of large projection televisions for people in the cheap seats, a giant crystal ball
lines. It is a decade best forgotten.
So, when I heard of a Lynyrd Skynyrd reunion tour, I pounced on the and a huge, mechanically retractable rebel. There was a refreshing lack of
opportunity. You see, I was raised in the seventies. Dowdy or not, it was my lasers, smoke and explosions. Such distractions were not needed in the first
decade ... and Lynyrd Skynyrd is my band. I had slowly acquired a taste for place. Their sound was very loud, but clear enough to hear the words.
The first slow point came as guitarist Ed King took time to explain how
Skynyrd through osmosis from my older brother. Not until the time when I
started to completehis LS album collection and commit it to tape did it all come drugs nearly ruined his life, whereupon they launched into the heavy-handed
together. "Hey, these guys really are good," a voice said. Louis never got his and preachy "That Smell." They followed with the dated but still powerful,
wah-wah pedal masterpiece "The Needle and theSpoon." The mood shifted as
tapes.
.
What hooked me was not their big anthem songs, "Freebird" and "Sweet they went through a clever, offbeat intro into the irresistibly boogie-woogie "I
Home Alabama," or their appeal to the redneck in me, but the intensity with Know a Little." Serious dancing in the ailes started with the nearly comic,
which they played nearly every track. Every song seemed to be a complete honky tonk anthem, "Gimme Three Steps." "Coming Home" and "Simple
effort within itself. Their trademark is the extended "jam," something they did Man" were pleasant surprises as they were among the lesser known songs that
.
well without descending into power-chord overkill or mindless repetition.Each turned up.
Unfortunately, there are some criticisms that need to be voiced. Johnny Van
piece of the band, three lead guitars, one bass, one piano and a drummer, would
work a song toward a characteristic climactic break, and then settle into a Zant, who filled his brother's place as lead vocal, seemed to lack stage
logical and satisfying conclusion. Though not readily apparent to the presence. But, what seemed to detract most from otherwise brilliant
performance was the over-canonization of Ronnie Van Zant. The
uninitiated, i.e. people who want to maintain a reputation of good taste, the
sentimentality
was just a little too greasy for the good-time atmosphere.
band can show restraint, even subtlety, to those who are willing to listen. But,
If
there
were
any audience member who were riding the fence during the
there is the problem: Not many people are willing to associate themselves with
concert, they were converted by the absolutely brilliant instrumental version
the typical LS fan. Then again, Skynyrd is not meant for everyone. I have
sacrificed any pretensions toward good taste by speaking for this band, but I of "Freebird." So often, a band's anthem comes out sounding rather tired. In
this case, hearing it live added a whole new dimension to the song. Afterwards,
feel compelled to do so after seeing them perform live.
a friend who is a veteran of many heavy metal ordeals said, "This tops them
all. They are on a whole different level... I have never experienced a finale like
that." He had been riding the fence, now he was hooked. I'm not going to loan
him my Skynyrd tapes.A good measure of a band's live ability is their effect on
ytsvc caW
non-fans.
Finally, it is worth mentioning Artimus Pyle, the band s drummer. In a band
What hooked me was not
so dependent on guitars, he is often overlooked. Drummers tend to wildly over
play even the most pedestrian parts during a live performance. Pyle, on the
their big anthem songs,
other hand, creates highly complex little riffs, breaks and rhythms while niry
'Freebird" and "Sweet
raising a hand above his forehead. He plays with a quick, low-Keyea nnesse
Home Alabama," or their
that is atypical of many bands, rock, country or otherwise.
The Skynyrd concert was the first time I had seen a band express sincere
appeal to the redneck in
emotion through their music. Somehow, I was left with the feeling that the
me, but the intensity with
fans of Motely Crue will be missing something on that band's sweep through
Alabama. Then again, Motely- Crue is a whole different kind of acquired taste.
which they played nearly
by Morgan Andriulli

^sISS"

every track.
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Perform they did, for they had a reason. On October 20,1977, a plane crash
rended the heart out of the band, killing leader Ronnie Van Zant, p»ta™t
Steve Gaines, their road manager and the back-up singers. On October 20,
1987, they finally made it to Birmingham. Their show was more than just a
greatest hits revue played by aging, overweight ex-rock-and-rollers, but a live
and lean concert played as if they had been touring all along. It was the
equivalent of a Redneck High Holy Day.
, ...
As expected, the crowd was a large, intoxicated cross-section of people with
which '80s-type people would rather not be associated. Unfortunately, more
than anything else, it is probably the demographics of this crowd that have
kept Lynyrd Skynyrd from being taken seriously as a popular musical force.

TEXICA
A Tex-Mex Cafe & Cantina
serving the UAH student

We serve Fajitas, Soft Tacos,
Guacamole, Nachos, Salads,

534-TACO
(carry out)

\05
A Series of One Acts.
DEATH KNOCKS
MONKEY'S PAW
IF MEN PLAYED CARDS AS WOMEN DO

November 13 (8:00 p.m.),
November 15 (2:00 p.m.) &
November 16 (8:15 p.m.)

2313 Whitesburg

lJMD.mCK.CANJJNA.

Thurs. - UAH Night
Spcc*°te

Lone Star Longnecks - $1.00
Corona Extra - $2.00

F r i . & S a t . - * N o C o v e r C h a r g e a n d B e e r Specials.

Humanities Building Recital Hall
Free to UAH students; $3 for adults;
$2 for senior citizens and students

*Fri. Hockey Victory Party with "REVERIE"
*Sat. Halloween Party with "REVERIE"
(An Association for Campus Entertainment Drama Board Product jon)
Monday-Wednesday

llam-9pm

Thursday-Saturday Midnight
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Ringwald acts her age in The Pick-Up Artist
by Andrea Tillery
features reporter
It's about time Molly Ringwald quit
playing teenagers. Audiences were, no
doubt, getting heartily sick of
wondering whether she'd play a poor
high school girl with problems or a rich
high school girl with problems.
Finally, here she is-just a girl with
problems, none of them high school
related; how original. No more buffoon
charcater-actors for father figures
either—she's got to deal with Dennis

, ,

m

:

Hopper, who's never been famous for a
stable or sweet character in his life.
Ringwald is Randi, a very independent
woman of the '80s, and Hopper plays
"Flash," Randi's down-on-his-luck and
perpetually inebriated father.
Enter Robert Downey as Jack
Jericho (Gloriosky, what a name!!), the
film's best performance by a mile.
Jericho is, of course, the title character,
a guy whose favorite pastime is trying
to pick up women. In his spare time, he
teaches a third grade gym class and
keeps his incorrigible grandmother in

-Now showing-

gpoo movies "prince of

darkness

BARGAIN
MATINEES

J

|Michael Dougla3
Glenn Close

modison sq. Q

HELD
OVER

cinema

(?)

SUSPECT*

I::—-; _
"

P H 1 fcTejvt i „

line.
Jack and Randi meet when a loan
shark demands that she pay her
father's $25,481 debt. Of course Randi
doesn't have the money, so she goes to
Atlantic City and is followed by Jack
and Flash. Eventually the debt is paid,
but the real question is whether Jack
and Randi stay together. Find out for
yourself — I'm not allowed to tell.
Robert Downey alone makes this an

exceptionally memorable movie, but
Ringwald and Hopper (who spent
years perfecting the drunk and
disorderly routine) are also fine.
Victoria Jackson of "Saturday Night
Line" adds a touch of ditziness as a
mobster's srirlfriend. Add to this a welldone, low-key soundtrack, and "The
Pick-Up Artist deserves two stars. (I
only give up to three, and the "Ten
Commandments" this ain't).

Flick Picks
by Bradley Elson
King Features Synd.
"Baby Boom"—We've all heard a lot
about "yuppies"—how they postpone
having children in order to pursue
financial success and material things,
etc. However, what would happen to
the typical yuppie couple if they
actually "inherited" a baby? Don't
laugh. In this day and age, anything's
possible.
In this brilliant comedy, that's
exactly what happens. The stars of
this very well-done movie are Diane
Keaton, Harold Ramis, and Sam
Shepard. That's a cast strictly from
Heaven! Do go see this one. You will
not be disappointed. (***)
"Dancers"—Mikhail Baryshnikov
brought a great gift to us when he
defected from the Soviet Union. His
dancing in the ballet was truly superb
and awe-inspiring.
However, I'm
pleased to see that at the somewhat iffy

T

age for dancers (he's 39), he's
expanding into other areas, thus not
depriving us of his tremendous talent.
In this movie, his second, he's part of
a ballet troupe (American Ballet
Theater) which is in Italy doing the
51m version of "Giselle." Numerous
romantic entanglements result, but it's
all done in a truly entertaining way,
despite how trite it may sound.
If you're a dancing fan (I go way
back to Fred Astaire and Gene Kelly)
take in this one. It's a delight. (**1/2)
"Someone To Watch Over Me"—
Don't be fooled by the Gershwin title
which was a hauntingly lovely song.
This movie is far from lovely and
romantic. It's about a woman (Mimi
Rogers) who is the sole witness to a
"society murder" and a cop from
Queens (Tom Berenger) who's
assigned to protect her. I found the
movie tasteless and violent, but to each
his own! (**)

AMERICAN
LUNG
. ASSOCIATION

modison sq. (!) ^Opened Fri., Oct. 23

Tt>e Onstmas Seat People ®

TAKE CARE OF
YOUR LUNGS.
THEY'RE ONLY HUMAN.

WHO'S WHO AMONG STUDENTS IN *•••*
AMERICAN UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES
Applications are available at the University Center Information Desk

ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS: ••••
Students must be a Junior, Senior, or Graduate Student
Undergraduates must have a 2.5 QPA
Graduates must have a 3.0 QPA
Students who previously received this award are not eligible.

However students who have applied in

the past and weren't accepted are eligible.
••••

Applications must be turned in to the

University Center

Information Desk ore UC 111 by November 6 at 5 p.m.
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Aries (March 21 to April 19) This
will be a very productive work week for
you and you'll get a lot of very
annoying little tasks out of the way. A
family member seems to be in a
somewhat feisty mood, so try to be
patient. Bite your tongue.
Taurus (April 20 to May 20) Loved
ones are helpful in planning a very
special getaway for the family. They
accomplish much of the legwork for
you, so just sit back and enjoy when the
time comes.
Gemini (May 21 to June 20) Your
mate seems to be in a fighting mood
this week which could spoil some social
plans you had. However, by the end of
the week this person will come around
and apologize for bad feelings caused.
Moon Children (June 21to July 22)
This is a week of harmony where loved
ones are concerned and you will gladly
get into tthe swing of things on the
domestic scene. Don't allow a bad
mood on your part to spoil things.
Leo (July 23 to August 22) Your
talents are sharply honed this weel
and you will go a long way to attaining'
your career goals. However, a co
worker is not necessarily in a
cooperative mood, and your patience
will be tried. While this person's
attitude is unfair, just let it be for now.
Virgo (August 23 to September 22)
Your communication skills are favored
this week, particularly where children
are concerned. If you're a parent or a
teacher, take full advantage of this to
get your point across. Creative
activities are favored for the weekend.
Libra (September 23 to October 22)
You take particular pride in your
surroundings, so you just may get the

Ttfonoecope

Sagittarius (November 22 to
decorating bug this week. Hop to it and December 21) The power is in your
get things into the shape you want hands this week to close a very
before the holidays. However, don't be important financial deal, whether for
foo forceful with others in getting your yourself, or for your career. However,
own way.
keep this plans to yourself since a
certain jealous person is just waiting to
Scorpio (October 23 to November pounce and catch you unaware.
21) Take advantage of the creative side
Capricorn (December 22 to January
of your nature because the stars favor 19) Your mind will be in tune with the
this aspect right now. It's a good idea to feelings of others this week and you
get you ideas across to those around will be able to help your friends and
you. They will be inspired and will loved ones.
Group activities are
come up with some great ideas of their favored for the weekend, so make some
ninns with close friends.
own.

by Chas. King Cooper
King Features Syndicate
Aquarius (January 20 to February
18) While you have a tendency to judge
others (sometimes unfairly), this will
not be the case this week. Your
intuition concerning the motives of
others will be sharp and clear. Take
time to mend some fences.
Pisces (February 19 to March 20)
You will be the recipient of some very
interesting social invitations this week
but be careful selecting which ones to
accept. There is someone who wants to
use just such an opportunity to take
advantage of you.

!

Fall Film Series
DEATH TAKES A HOLIDAY
THE BLACK CAT

6:30 p.m.
8:45 p.m.

October 31st

NOSTERATU
FREAKS

6:30 p.m.
8:45 p.m.

November 7th

8:15 p.m.

November 11th

THE RIGHT STUFF
SILENT RUNNING

November 21st

DEATH IN VENICE

8:15 p.m.
8:15 p.m.

November 24th

THE SEVENTH SEAL

8:15 p.m.

December 5th

BEAUTY & THE BEAST

8:15 p.m.

'October 30th

1
jjil
The Association for Campus Entertainment Cabaret brings you;

GENE COTTON
songwriter, singer

hit songs include:
"Sunshine Rose"
"You Got Me Runnin' "
"Before My Heart Finds Out"
"You're a Part of Me" - duet with Kim Carnes
"Like a Sunday in Salem"
"Bein' Here With You Tonight"
"If I Could Get You"

November 6 at 8:00 p.m.
University Center Cafeteria

?
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ALL MY CHILDREN:Jackson got a big contribution for Travis' campaign
from Palmer after subtly promising "help" for Palmer's electronics company.
Damon persuaded Erica to send Noelle to a mental hospital. Damon later lied
to Noelle that they were married. Ross claimed Natalie seduced him while she
claimed he raped her. Wait to see: Creed makes an offer Julie finds hard to
resist.
ANOTHER WORLD: Cass, dressed as Nicole's Aunt Matilda, deliberately
ruined her date with Steve. Later, Cass entered a risky card game to get her the
money she needs. Amanda accused Sam of firing her because he was feeling
emotionally involved with her. Lisa said she heard Vicky say something about
gardenias: Michael didn't understand, but John and Donna did. John found
negatives in Peter's room linking him to the photos. Wait to see: Reginald
shows how dangerous an adversary he can be.
AS THE WORLDTURNS: Andy's attitude began toshow the effects of his
drinking. Nick's activities continued to pique Hal's suspicions. Emma's
physical condition was a cause for concern. Kim's thoughts returned to Dr.
Michaels. Wait to see: Andy faces a crisis that could cripple him emotionally.
THE BOLD & THE BEAUTIFUL: Rocco was stunned to learn Kristen is
Ridge's sister and not a model. Caroline was afraid she was becoming obsessed
with Ron Deacon and the rape trial. Kristen continued to fume over the way
Stephanie accused her of trying to seduce her father emotionally. Mark and
Donna began to realize how much they'd changed since the pregnancy test
was negative. Eric wondered why Beth really didn't petition the court for a
divorce from Steve. Stephanie worried that Eric might finally discover the
truth about her weekly "visits." Wait to see: Caroline faces a difficult
challenge.
DALLAS: Sue Ellen was swept up by Nicholas' enthusiasm while J.R.
began to believe Casey could really pull things off. Bobby felt his emotions
were at the breaking point. Cliff remained confused by "Dandy's" presence.
The mystery surrounding Pam's disappearance deepened. Wait to see: Sue
Ellen has her eyes opened.
DAYS OF OUR LIVES: Troubled by her mother's mental illness, Jennifer
was shocked to learn manic depression could be hereditary. Harper succeeded
in administering poison to Kayla. Nick found the letter proving Eve is the child
of Shane and Emma. Anjelica tried to make Adrienne feel uncomfortable
facing her wedding night with Justin. Wait to see: Patch becomes more
concerned about Kayla's curious illnesses.
FALCON CREST: Angela and Richard were placed in highly vulnerable
positions after each managed to maneuver to meet the mystery man who was
behind the strange happenings in Tuscany Valley. Wilkinon gave Angela the
information she wanted about Richard. Lance learned someone sabotaged his
car. Wait to see: Vicki's problem takes on another aspect.

Introducing "BREAKFAST TACOS"
To Huntsville!
Try Our New Batter Dipped French
Fries And Our Beef or
Chicken Fajita.
Breakfast Taco:
Bacon or Sausage with Potatoes and Or Eggs,
Served Hot on a Flour Tortilla
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GENERAL HOSPITAL: Anna and Duke were married and left for their
honeymoon. Robert learned Autumn was the woman who came to see him
about threats to her friend and that her friend is Herbert Quartermaine.
Tiffany knew Sean had two desires: to get her into bed, and to get her job at
HTI. Bobbie was sure she'd soon return to GH. Tom realized he was too
emotionally involved to help her anymore. Wait to see: Melissa faces big
trouble.
GUIDING LIGHT: Alan wasn't all unhappy about the fact that the reemergence of Sonni Lewis in Josh's life complicated Reva's hopes that one day
she, Marah, and Josh would reunite as a family. Rick and Meredith realized
they needed to be more "together" if they were to help Johnny. Wait to see:
Jackson may have to re-examine his decision about Chelsea. Was it all
professional?
KNOTS LANDING: Abby was shocked when she realized the police didn't
believe her when she recanted her confession about murdering Peter Hollister.
Paige Matheson was schocked to learn her father, Mack MacKenzie, suspected
her of murdering Peter. A1 Baker had another clash with a Knots Landing
resident. Lilimae had an unusual way of trying to cheer up Val who was still
mourning over Ben's disappearance. Wait to see: A1 Baker's antics cause
problems, but A1 seems curiously unaffected by them.
LOVING: Jim agreed that it would be all right for Shana to become
president of Alden Enterprises. He later told a priest he's still very happily
married in spite of the Bishop's desire to see him return to the priesthood.
Gwyn got even with Ann for spreading rumors about her and Rick by letting
her see her come on to Harry. Ava was miffed when Clay insisted she sign a
prenuptial agreement. Lily told J ack that because of the incest experience with
her father, she can't have a normal sexual relationship with anyone but him.
Wait to see: Lily plays on Jack's sympathies for her.
ONE LIFE TO LIVE: Judith announced she was leaving for Mendorra to
help Dorian. Gabrielle invited Steve to come with her to a family reunion in
Argentina. Wade agreed to help Frank arrange to get protection in prison as
well as information on Sandra's killer, but Buzz killed Frank before he could
learn anything. Viki entered prison as Nurse Vatson to keep an eye on Tina,
but Jamie discovered her identity.Tina was transferred to Dr. Breton's mental
clinic for evaluation. Wait to see: Cassie finds life with Aunt Melinda is not
quite what she thought it would be.
RYAN'S HOPE: Dakota's scheme with Augie backfired when it was Pat,
not Concetta, who administered the drug to Augie who was supposed to fake a
heart attack. Augie decided to sue Pat anyway in spite of Dakota's pleas on
Pat's behalf. Later, Augie was so angered by Pat and Concetta's visit to his
hospital room, he died of a real heart attack, placing Pat in a very serious
position. Ryan agreed to give Rick a divorce. Delia arranged for Nancy Don to
tell her story to John, who then arranged for Nancy Don to tell it to Lizzie.
Wait to see: Ben decides it's time to fight back.
SANTA BARBARA: Cruz and Eden had a brief reunion in prison. They
vowed never to stop loving each other. Pamela was at Elena's grave when C.C.
approached and called out her name. Kelly, in an emotional quandary over the
trial, weakened when Mel offered her cocaine. Julia and Caine used a trick to
force Pamela to open the door to them. Julia was shocked when Pamela
admitted Elena was her daughter. Wait to see: Keith digs up damaging
evidence that makes Cruz's case look hopeless.
THE YOUNG & THE RESTLESS: Victor refused Nikki's pleas to give
their marriage another start. Nikki's visit to Ashley prompted Ash to arrange
a meeting with Victor. Andy suggested going with Faren to help her with the
divorce from Evan. Nina was furious to learn about Phillip's engagement to
Cricket. Joanna's comments about Marc's project got John to reconsider his
decision about his project. Kay's suspicions about Rex's real intentions toward
her grew. Douglas continued to reassure Victor that once he's free, Ashley will
want to resume their relationship. Wait to see: Victor's impatience could trip
him up.

Desperately seeking
production assistant
The Exponent needs a production assistant to
help in laying out and pasting up newspaper on
Mondays and Tuesdays. For more information, call

SERVED MONDAY-SATURDAY 6-10:30 a.m.
Phona Ahead For Largo Orders

by Seli Groves
King Features Syndicate

jL

837-8887

895-6090.

OCT. COUPON SPECIAL
BEEF or CHICKEN

FAJITA

FRENCH FRIES
16-Oz. COKE
Present This Coupon At Window

1.99

Plus
Tax

University

Mon. - Thur.
6 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Fri. - Sat.
6 a.m. - 12 p.m.
Sun
11 a.m. - 9 p.m.
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MagicMaze on page 6)
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Top Albums

BLOOM COUNTY
I'M W.A THORNHUMP

ceo. OP 'Bum COUNTY
PROPUCVONS, INC."... HERE
TO PtSCUSS ftN UbLY
, RESULT OF OUR CURRENT
' LftBOR TROUBLES...
I

CrRftPH/C
VANPALISM /

UNION THU05 VANPAUZEP
TESTERPAY'5 SUNPftY
RERUN COfftlC BY
SCRAWUNb ftN ft NT IMANAbEMENT OBSCENITY
{NTTHtN THE ftRTWORK.
TO
THESE INK-mLPINO
TERRORISTS, THERE CftN
BE BUT ONE RESPONSE :

HEISHTENEP
VlblLANCE
ftSPUNST
FURTHER
ftTTftCK/

1. Michael Jackson "Bad," (Epic)
Last Week: No. 1
2. John Cougar Mellencamp
"The Lonesome Jubilee," (Mercury/
Polygram) No. 3
3. Def Leppard "Hysteria,"
(Mercury/Polygram) No. 2
4. Pink Floyd "A Momentary
Lapse of Reason," (Columbia) No. 7
5. Whitney Houston "Whitney,"
(Arista) No. 4
6. Dirty Dancing Soundtrack
(RCA) No. 6
7. Rush "Hold Your Fire,"
(Mercury/Polygram) No. 10
8. La Bamba Soundtrack (RCA)
No. 8
9. Heart "Bad Animals," (Capitol)
No. 9
10. U2 "The Joshua Tree,"
(Island/Atlantic) Back In Top 10

BLOOM COUNTY CHftlRMftN
IN. II. THORN HUMP HERE..
JUST ftN "ANSEL OF
EQUITY ' OVERSEEINb
EVENTS PURINE THIS
TROUBLEP TIME OF
LABOR RESTLESSNESS ..

YET THERE ARE THOSE IN HO
WULP ACCUSE ME...ME'...
OF THE UNFAIR USE OF
THIS MEPIUM FOR
PROPftbftNPft PURPOSES..,

Top Singles

THERE IS Birr ONE MY
TO RESPONP TO THESE
OAN6STEKS flNP
PHILISTINES...

The^ Evil Connection
t

unions £

v.? %* V
rv-l
*HE0^
ftcwcoom
>W$crr(MYc MUt

In the absence of
the striking union
characters. Bloom County
management officials
will he temporarily
providing the day's
waggish entertainment.

AHEM. cove is m PCEASANT
INTERVAL BETWEEN
MEMO FT BEAUTIFUL SIRL
ANP wcovemo 5ne COOKS
LIKE A.Y\HAPPOCK.

0IU- TH£
CAT:

jS UNION: 1
9 mmoemNT:

1. Prince "U Got The Look,"
(Warner Bros.) Last Week: No. 5
2. Madonna "Causing A Commo
tion," (Warner Bros.) No. 2
3. Pet Shop Boys "It's A Sin,"
(EMI-America) No. 4
4. Michael Jackson "Bad," (Epic)
No. 3
5. Bananarama "I Heard A
Rumor," (Polygram) No. 1
6. Billy Idol "Mony, Mony,"
(Chrysalis) No. 7
7. Lisa Lisa & Cult Jam "Lost In
Emotion," (Columbia) No. 6
8. Levert "Casanova," (Atlantic)
No. 15
9. Tiffany "1 Think We're Alone
Now," (MCA) No. 11
10. The Cars "You Are The Girl,"
(Elektra) No. 9
11. Expose "Let Me Be The One,"
(Arista) No. 10
12. Bruce Springsteen "Brilliant
Disguise," (Columbia) No. 14
13. Heart "Who Will You Turn
To," (Capitol) No. 8
CHARTBUSTER

Today: Mr. WilJ J.
knudson, Asst. Director
of Accounting

14. Sting "We'll Be Together,"
(A&M) New Entry
15. Whitney Houston "Didn't
We Almost Have It All," (Arista) No.
12
OH
THIS,
W.A....JUST SETTLE
WITH THE STRIKERS.

Ms. Leona O'Connor,
Exec. Vice President
of Bloom County, Inc.
will tell a funny
political joke.

THftT'S FUNNY,
LEONA'
YOU'RE ^
FIRED.

All of us here in
management are
behind you
the whole way,
Leona!
Go for it, girl!

16. Richard Marx "Should've
Known Better," (EMI-Manhattan)
No. 16
CHARTBUSTER
17. Billy Medley, Jennifer
Warnes "(I've Had) The Time Of My
Life," (RCA) New Entry
18. John Cougar Mellencamp
"Paper In Fire," (Mercury/Polygram)
No. 19
19. Whitesnake "Here 1 Go
Again," (Geffen) No. 17
20. Europe "Carrie," (Epic) No. 18

Top R&B Soul
New Marketing Director
Ned "Crack'em Up"
Katston was going to tell
the story about the priest,
the rabbi and the girdle
salesman, but lie has
apparently choked in the
clutch.
Ned soon will be moving
hack to shipping where,
lie should be happy to
learn, his audience will
be about two.

..THOSE CRUMMY, UNSRflTEFUL
EMPLOYEES... THE STRIP'S
PROFITS PLUMMETINb...
THE PUBLIC'S LOYALTY
PRtFONb AWAY UKE
FALL LEAVES_
\
WHATS
"
/ JtL TO BE
PONE?

OF COURSE /

A DOUBLE WHflMMY.'
TOMORROW I bO ON
WITH AN IftCOCCA
APPLE-PIE, ALLAMERICAN PITCH.,.

ANP NEXT WEEK.
HIRE RERMANEER...

TEMPORARY

CHARACTERS...
MH6E

1. Michael Jackson "Bad," (Epic)
Last Week: No. 3
CHARTBUSTER
2. Glenn Jones "We've Only Just
Begun (The Romance Is Not Over),"
(Jive/RCA) New Entry
3. Madame X "Just That Type Of
Girl," (Atlantic) No. 1
4. Stephanie Mills "(You're Puttin') A Rush On Me," (MCA) No. 2
5. Marlon Jackson "Don't Go,"
(Capitol) No. 4
6. Oran "Juice" Jones "Cold
Spending My Money," (Def Jam/
Columbia) New Entry
7. Sherrick "Just Call," (Warner
Bros.) No. 7
8. The O'Jays "Lovin' You,"
(EMI-Manhattan) No. 9
9. Surface "Lately," (Columbia)
No. 6
10. Deja "You And Me Tonight,"
(Virgin) New Entry

Album Releases

*r -TrriKITin

"Feels Good To Feel Good" by
Garry Glenn (Motown) ... "Kiss
Serious" by Chico DeBarge
(Motown) ... "American Soul Man"
by Wilson Pickett (Motown) ...
"The Light of the Spirit" by Kitaro
(Geffen)
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CHARGER FEVER..

CATCH IT!!!!
Chargers look forward to opening game
by Kelly Baldwin
sports editor
The UAH hockey team was busy last
week. The Chargers practiced every
day last week to be in top form for the
grueling Division I schedule that faces
;hem this season.
"This is probably the most
challenging schedule we've had since I

have been at UAH," said head coach
Doug Ross. "I am looking forward to
being a part of that schedule."
UAH was elevated to Division I
status this summer and, as a result,
faces a difficult schedule which
includes fifteen Division I matches.
How will the Chargers face their new
challenge and do they hope do do as
well as previous seasons?

"Under the conditions of having to
practice at the Ice Palace and not at the
Civic Center, they are doing well," said
Ross of the hockey team. "However, we
still need to assess our true playing
capability at the Civic Center."
The Chargers had quite a few
physical practices recently and
showed that they really are intent on
faring well in their new schedule.

Of the Chargers' short term goals,
Ross confided,"I say realistically that
our goal is to finish at least at .500 by
the end of the season. If there are no
injuries or other problems, we should
finish above .500."
To Charger fans, that news is
excellent. To the Charger hockey team,
that goal is something for them to aim
for. And that is not unrealistic at all.

UC provides buy-out
for first hockey game
by Julie Woltjen
All students, faculty,and staff are
invited to attend the first home
Charger hockey game of the season
compliments of the UAH University
Center. The whole UAH community
can watch as the Chargers play their
first NCAA Division I game ever.
The University Center is sponsoring
a UAH Hockey Buy-Out Night on
October 30 when the Chargers take on

the University of Maine Black Bears at
the VBCC. Game time is 7:30 p.m. All
students, faculty, and staff who would
like complimentary tickets can pick
them up at the University Center
Information Desk between the hours of
8:15 a.m. and 10 p.m. Please present a
valid I.D. at pick-up time and limit your
request to a reasonable number.
Hurry, because a limited amount of
tickets are available. THANK YOU
UC!!!

Practice makes perfect
Charger hockey practice is about become Charger hockey opening game.
Hajin Kim captured some of the practicing Chargers as they prepare for
their first Division I game ever. At left, the hockey team is hard at work
during a practice at the Ice Palace. Below, Coach Doug Ross practices with
the team. In the bottom photo, two Chargers go after the puck.
(photos by Hajin Kim)

1987-88 Charger Hockey Schedule
October 30 & Nov. 1

University of Maine-Orono

November 13 & 14

Windsor University (Canada)

7:30 pm

SUNY Geneso (New York)

7:30 pm

November 27 & 28

at University of MichiganDearborn Tournament

TBA

December 4 & 5

Assumption College (Mass.)

7:30 pm

December 7 & 8

at Alaska-Anchorage Univ.

7:30 pm

December 11 & 12

at Alaska-Fairbanks Univ.

7:30 pm

January 1 & 2

University of Wisconsin-Superior

7:30 pm

January 8 & 9

at St. Cloud University

January 15 & 16

at Univ. of Michigan-Dearborn

7:30 pm

January 22 & 23

College of St. Thomas (Minn.)

7:30 pm

January 29 & 30

New Hampshire College

7:30 pm

February 12 & 13

at Air Force

February 19 & 20

St. Cloud Univ.

February 26 & 27

Alabama Face-off Tournament
UAH
U.S. Air Force Academy
Royal Military College of Canada
Univ. of Michigan-Dearborn

November 20 & 21

7:30 pm & 1:00 pm

)'

7:30 pm & 2:00 pm

7:30 pm & 5:00 pm
7:30 pm
TBA

I
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Volleyball team facing uphill battle
by Jennifer Grace
intern reporter
The 1987 season has been anything
but easy for the UAH varsity

volleyball team. They played their first
eight games on the road, and in a twoweek period got the team off to a
somewhat shaky start. The shaky start
seems to have extended itself well into

the season.
What do the Lady Chargers say
about their lopsided record? No
comment. Generally, the team is not
making any excuses for their
performance on the court. They have
the necessary skill and desire to win.
The only thing that has not been in
their favor is the scoreboard.
The Chargers havelost several close
games. Recently, in a best 3 out of 5
match against the University of the
South, UAH was down 2 games to
none. In the third game, the Lady
Chargers finally
warmed up and
battled to a score of 13-14. They kept
the ball in play for three nail-biting
side-outs and eventually moved ahead
to win 16-14, with some steady serving
from Becky Breeding and Karla
Kilpatrick.
In the fourth game, starter Lee
Bradley sustained an ankle injury,
However, freshman Julie Yother came
in off the bench to give a strong
performance. Again the score was

slose, but the Chargers were defeated.
This game was rather typical in that
the team plays extremely well at times,
yet seems unable to retain that
intensity throughout the match.
Coach Leila Nabors commented
after the match, "The only thing which
prevented us from winning was a lack
of communication and teamwork."
Until all six players on the court, as
well as the ones on the bench, begin to
work together smoothly, the
momentum is not likely to swing in
UAH's favor.
Nevertheless, the team will continue
its uphill battle towards success. They
will continue to be at the gym at 6:45
a.m. every morning for practice, and
will also continue to keep healthy
eating habits (no sugary foods, no
carbonated beverages and of course, no
alcohol). Most importantly, the
Chargers will continue being
enthusiastic and optimistic, for they
know that the only direction they can
go from here is up.

Chargers successful
in Georgia tourney
by Jennifer Grace
intern reporter
This past weekend the UAH
volleyball team had some success in
the West Georgia College volleyball
tournament in Carrollton, Georgia.
Beating Mercer College in straight
games 15-2, 15-10, UAH advanced to
the semi-finals against Samford
University. After losing the first game
7-15, the Chargers bounced back to
Caroline Prince (far left) hits out of the middle for a Charger attack as Lee
Bradley (center) offers support in the game against the University of the
South.
(photo by Hajin Kim)

Congratulations
to the best,
from the Marine Corps.

take the second game 15-10, then were
just barely nudged out of the third
game, 12-15.
Overall, the Chargers won two
matches and lost two in the
tournament, and every member of the
team saw a substantial amount of
playing time.
Coach Nabors viewed this
tournament as being beneficial to the
team's building process.

A MESSAGE
TO THE MOST
IMPORTANT PERSON

This past summer, these individuals
overcame the most physically and mentally
demanding challenge they've ever faced.

Russell Buckner
Marine Officer Candidate School
Vfe are proud of their individual accomplishment.
Now they are one of the few.

Marines

Wk'relookingfor afow goodmen.

At Anheuser-Busch, brewing is an art.
No one takes more time or goes to
more effort or expense than we do in
brewing the most popular family of
beers in the world.
We take great pride in this
distinction, yet this distinction carries
with it certain responsibilities.
Beer is a beverage to be enjoyed
by adults socially—with family and
friends at home... in your clubs,
restaurants and at special events. It is
also the beverage of moderation, and
good judgment should be used when
you drink.

Thankfully, the vast majority of
those who consume beer do so in
moderation. Nevertheless, anything
less than responsible consumption of
alcoholic beverages is detrimental to
the individual and society. We at
Anheuser-Busch certainly are
concerned about you, our valued
customer. Accordingly, we are
dedicated to the support of research,
education, and treatment programs
aimed at combatting alcoholism and
alcohol abuse.

^August A. Buach III
Chairman of tha Board
and Praodint

Captain BJ. Hearnsberger
Gunnery Sergeant Cartwright
USMC OFFICER SELECTION OFFICE
Room 707A Baker Building
110 21st Avenue South
Nashville, Tennessee 37203

TURNER
AMMCUSCR iUSCH WC -ST lOVS

This message brought to you
by The Turner Beverage Co., Inc.
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Forecasters farewell, future looks bright

by Kelly Baldwin
Baldwin
sports editor

nntnU

I'm guilty. But so are most of you.
I laughed when our guest student,
Barry Simpson, picked NC State to
beat Clemson. And so did many of you.
Now Barry is laughing and I do not feel
so well. (This has not been a good week
for me. My pet snake died and I missed
picking the Clemson upset.)
This week's slate is pretty exciting.
in the big game in the Big Ten, Ohio
State hosts the Michigan State
Spartans. The Big Ten is gaining more
depth as Michigan State and Indiana

1. I f

1 •

v

catch up to Michigan, Iowa and Ohio
State. Michigan State is 4-2-1, true
enough, but their losses were to Notre
Dame and FSU. They have an
excellent shot at going to the Rose
Bowl if they can get by the Buckeyes.
Up in Pittsburgh, the Panthers host
the Syracuse Orangemen. Syracuse
has stunned many this season by
winning seven straight, including a
win over a shocked Penn State team. If
the Orangemen pass this test against
Pitt, everyone will know they are for
real.
Down in the SEC, there is a hotbed of
activity. The SEC race could still be

won by LSU, Auburn, Alabama, tum going into their last big game of
Georgia, Florida or Tennessee (and all the season—Alabama, on November 7.
6 are in the Top Twenty). Florida is at Then, Tennessee plays the Boston
Auburn this weekend and this game College Eagles in an interconference
will probably make or break the game.
Gators. It is a must-win situation for
Of last week's picks, Barry Simpson
them, so they will be looking for blood. propelled the guest student into a first
In other SEC action, the Alabama place tie with Coach Ross and myself.
Crimson Tide hosts the Mississippi And coming on strong is Exponent
State Bulldogs. This game is vital for editor Cindy Rodriguez.
the Tide to stay in the SEC race
because the Tide still has to play
Auburn and LSU.
LSU travels to Mississippi to play a
war-torn Ole Miss team. The number
five Tigers need this one for momen

Got an idea for a story?
Call The Exponent
at 895-6090

guest athlete=Exponent staff—guest student^

College football
games scheduled
October 31, 1987

(Florida at Auburn
[Miss. State at Alabama
iLSU at Ole Miss
|Tennessee
at Boston College
[Oklahoma at Kansas
iTulane at Florida St.
[Nebraska at Missouri
lichigan St. at Ohio St
Indiana at Iowa
JCLA at Arizona St.
Syracuse at Pitt
Vest Virginia
at Penn St.
liami at E. Carolina
Vake Forest
at Clemson
Javy at Notre Dame

last week's results
overall results

Auburn
Alabama
LSU
Tennessee

Auburn
Alabama
LSU
Tennessee

Florida
Alabama
LSU
Tennessee

Auburn
Alabama
LSU
Tennessee

Auburn
Alabama
LSU
Tennessee

Auburn
Miss. St.
Ole Miss

Oklahoma
Florida St.
Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
Arizona St.
Syracuse
Penn St.

Oklahoma
Florida St.
Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
UCLA
Syracuse
Penn St.

Oklahoma
Florida St.
Nebraska
Michigan St.
Indiana
UCLA
Pitt
Penn St.

Oklahoma
Florida St.
Nebraska
Ohio St.
Indiana
UCLA
Syracuse
Penn St.

Oklahoma
Florida St.
Nebraska
Ohio State
Indiana
UCLA
Syracuse
Penn State

Miami
Wake Forest

Miami
Clemson

Miami
Clemson

Miami
Clemson

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

12-3
52-21-2

—TT -r

13-2
58-15-2

11-4
55-18-2

13-2
58-15-2

The keys to responsible decisions

8:00 pm
University Center, Room 132

Conducted by Anne Bell, B.A., R.N., C.A.C.
3. TWELVE STEPS OF RECOVERY

I

|
How, who, and when was founded. What are the ^
twelve steps and discuss each.
'
4. "THE BIG BOOK"
ft November 10

L
I
^ November 17

Why it is called this. Overview of The Big Book -

Florida
Alabama
LSU
Tennessee

Kansas
Florida St.
Nebraska
Ohio St.
Indiana
UCLA
Syracuse
Penn St.

Oklahoma
Florida St.
Nebraska
Ohio St.
Iowa
UCLA
Syracuse
West Virginia

Kansas
Florida St.
Missouri
Ohio St.
Iowa
Arizona St.
Syracuse
Penn St.

Miami
Clemson

Miami
Clemson

East Carolina
Wake Forest

Miami
Clemson

Notre Dame

Notre Dame

11-4
54-19-2

11-4
54-19-2

| Navy

10-5
52-21-2

Notre Dame

14-1
58-15-2

esperately seeking production assistant
/ Th Exponent needs a Production assistant to help lay out

^\\%\NX\NV-WW\V

Alcohol Information Seminars

Florida
Alabama
LSU

I

and paste up newspaper on Mondays and Tuesdays. For more
information, call 895-6090.

W pyppp
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how it applies today although it was written in 1939.
5. ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS

?

How being raised in either addictive or I
dysfunctional family affects today's living issues |
in
areas of relationships, jobs, and self-concept.
or,P£INKING AS A SYMPTOM OF UNDERLYING I
PROBLEMS Is there such a thing as an "Addictive %
Personality"? Resources available where do we go
|
from here.
^

for further information contact
Student Development Services at 895-6203

1

Winter

Term!

Tuesday/Thursday
R Period

This course will be team-taught by Patricia
Perry (Director of the Small Business
Development Center) and several successful local
entrepreneurs, including Richard Swann (president
of Panelogic, Inc.) and Richard Reeves (president
of General Digital Industries). Space is limited,
so register early.

I
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Exponent/University Bookstore

College Football 487

CONTEST!
GRAND PRIZE
One Briefcase
One UAH Satin Jacket
and a plush stuffed animal

WEEKLY PRIZES
A Different Surprize each week!
|^^ntSCwS^r

nn!?hlCCer ?la?er u38 totough
enough to play in a very physical game
possibly injuring himself, but still be able to play. Sometimes skifl ia a
game' 0ne reason the Chargers (white uniforms)
^3hPe- • •
K
are plagued by injuries.
(photo by ^indy Rodri

Chargers struggle to finish
season plagued by injuries
It has been a rough and tough season
for the Chargers. With almost the
entire team injured, the Chargers went
on to play Huntington last
Saturday(Oct. 24), and Mercer last
Monday(Oct. 26). The young UAH
team traveled long and hard only to be
disappointed by two consecutive
losses.
Tense, the Chargers played
Huntington on a cloudy, overcast day.
Huntington scored the first goal at the
beginning of the half, and scored goal
number two into the second half. With
a total of 30 shots on goal, compared to
UAH's 17, Huntington shut the
Chargers out 2-0, the first shut out the
UAH team has had this season.
Monday did not go much better for
the Chargers as they lost to Mercer 4-1.
Skillwise, however, the Chargers did
much better against Mercer, than they
did against Huntington.
During the second half, Mercer was
slapped with a penalty allowing UAH
player Mikko Jetsu to have a one-onone bout with Mercer's goalie. Jetsu
scored for the Chargers, plowing the
ball right past Mercer's goalie.
Later referees called a penalty
against UAH. UAH goalie Steven
Little blocked the goal, but Mercer
managed to score on the rebound.

^ Sel6C,ed 3t

A very physical game, two UAH
players were red carded(Mikko Jetsu
and Scott Taylor).. Tempers flaring,
fans were treated to a spectacle of
flying fists
in this exciting game.
Expained Dr. Ostap Stromecky,
UAH's soccer coach: "The UAH Soccer
Team is experiencing the worst
difficulties since its beginnings.
Almost 80 percent of the players nave
injuries of various degrees. Only four
players out of 22 are able to give 100
percent. This situation has devastated
our system because the players have to
rotated into different positions each
game to which they are not
accustomed."
Co-captain of the Soccer Team
Ed Kelly agreed: "Initially, our system
was working well and improving each
game; however, due to numerous
injuries it simply disintegrated."
Becoming a more and more physical
game, playing soccer now is not as
much the level of a player's skills, but
who is bigger and smaller. Although
the Chargers are generally a team of
small players unable to compete with
teams made up of larger players, they
should never be underestimated.
The Charger's final two games of the
season will be played against the
University of South AIabama(Oct. 28)
and Birmingham Southern(Nov. 4).
Both games will be played at Charger
Field.

Have a happy and safe
Hallowe'en!!
^

0nd

'he

by random draw from amori9

th

CONTEST SIX
Alabama

] Mississippi St

Auburn

Soccer update

by Cindy Rodriguez
editor

Wi"

_
1

Ohio State

Georgia Tech

F

Duke

Iowa State

1

Colorado

Tennessee
Texas

Florida

' Boston College

^ 1T e x a s T e c h

Michigan St,

1

1 1
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Kansas

Oklahoma

Kentucky

Virginia Tech

Maryland

N. Carolina

I

Mississippi

f

LSU

|

Texas A&M

1
1

1

Louisiana Tech ] Z]

U.C.L.A.

Q

Arizona State

West Virginia

\~

Penn State

South Carolina [

|

N.C. State
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TIE BREAKER:
Predict the total points scored in the Auburn - Florida

ADDRESS
CITY
It s easy to enter. Test your football wizardry.

RULES
1) Select one wanning team or a tie for each game listed. Two marks or no mark
will be judged a missed game.
combi;??d P°ints scored by both teams in this tie-breaker game.
3) Weekly Winner will be determined by the most correct games selected. In
case ot a tie t. .e tie-breaker will be used to determine which contestant is closer
to the combined score of the two teams.
4)Decision of the judges is final.
5)Entries must be received at the UAH University Bookstore, ground floor of
c\r\ ,nlTer y Center, by 5:00 p.m. Friday preceding the game day.
W,three entries per contestant per week are permitted.
^Employees of the University Bookstore and the University Center as well as
Exponent staff are ineligible.
8)Each weekly winner will be awarded a specialy weekly prize by the
| bookstore, hqve their name announced as the weeklv winner in the Exponent
I and be eligible for the grand prize drawing.
winners wil1 be eli^ble ^ the Grand Prize drawing at the end
|

And the winner is:
Tim Cobb was the winner of last week's contest
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1988 UAH Winter HPE Schedule
I The University Of Alabama InHuntsvMe

For Information - Telephone 895-6007

Division of Continuing Education • PERSONAL DEVELOPMENT
COURSE •

SEC

COURSE TITLE

DAYS

TIME

CR.NO

BLDG.

INST.

HPE 100

01

FITNESS ENHANCEMENT

TT

8:30-9:30AM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

MCNAMARA

HPE 101

01

SLIMNASTICS

MW

8:15-9:15AM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

KALB

HPE 101

02

SLIMNASTICS

TT

5:30-6:30PM

1.0

SH/108

KALB

03

SLIMNASTICS*
(VARSITY ATHLETES ONLY)

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/BAL-2

ROSS

HPE 102

01

AEROBIC DANCE I

TT

12:20-1:20PM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

ELROD

HPE 102

02

AEROBIC DI*E I

MW

5:15-6:15PM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

PAULI

HPE 102

03

AEROBIC DANCE I

MW

9:25-10:25AM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

LITTLE

HPE 104

01

BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING

TT

11:00-12:00PM

1.0

SH/115

GRIZZARD

HPE 104

02

BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING

S

10:00-12:00AM

1.0

SH/115

GRIZZARD

HPE 104

03

BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING
(WOMEN ONLY)

MW

5:15-6:15PM

1.0

SH/115

KALB

HPE 104

04

BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING

MW

11:00-12:00PM

1.0

SH/115

MCNAMARA

HPE 104

05

BEG. WEIGHT TRAINING

TT

5:00-6:00PM

1.0

SH/115

WARD

HPE 105

01

BEG. SELF DEFENSE

MW

12:20-1:20PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZZARD

HPE 105

02

BEG. SELF DEFENSE

SUN

1:00-3:00PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZZARD

HPE 105

03

BEG. SELF DEFENSE

TT

5:00-6:00PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

SWANNER

YOGA

W

5: 30-7:30PM

1.0

UNITARIAN
CHURCH

TAYLOR

MCGREGOR

HPE 101

*

'

I

I
I

_

•

**»

LAB FEE

HPE 108

01

HPE 110

01

BEG. SWIMMING

MW

6:30-7:30AM

1.0

SH/POOL

HPE 111

01

SWIMNASTICS

MW

5:15-6:15PM

1.0

SH/POOL

DOBBS

HPE 115

01

BADMINTON

MW

8:15-9:15AM

1.0

SH/GYM

ROSS

HPE 116

01

RACQUETBALL

MW

9:25-10:25AM

1.0

SH/CTS

DEACON

HPE 13 6

02

RACCUETBALL
(WOMEN ONLY)

SA

8:00-10:00AM

1.0

SH/CTS

GRIGGS

HPE 116

03

RACQUETBALL

TT*

5:00-6:00PM

1.0

SH/CTS

WEAL

HPE 116

04

RACQUETBALL

SUN

1:00-3:00PM

1.0

SH/CTS

NEAL

HPE 121

01

ICE SKATING

TT

12:30-1:30PM

1.0

ICE PAL

J. BOWSER

HPE 122

01

SOCIAL DANCE

M

6:00-8:00PM

1.0

SH/108

SLATER

HPE 122

02

SOCIAL DANCE

MW

12:15-1:15PM

1.0

SH/108

SLATER

HPE 125

01

BASIC HORSEBACK RIDING
(INDOOR ARENA)

TU

6:00-8:00PM

1 .0

SP STABLE

FIORENTINO

HPE 125

02

BASIC HORSEBACK RIDING
(INDOOR ARENA)

SP STABLE

FIORENTINO

01

BEG. BOWLING

TH

1:00-3:00PM

1.0

PIN PAL

WILSON

HPE 129

01

SNOW SKIING (1/12-1/14)

T,W,TH

TBA

1.0

NC

PORTER

HPE 130

01

BASKETBALL

MW

8:00-9:00AM

1.0

SH/GYM

MCNAMARA

HPE 131

01

VOLLEYBALL

T

8:00-10:00AM

1.0

SH/GYM

LEE

HPE 136

01

JAZZ DANCE

MW

6:15-7:15PM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

ARTIS

HPE 137

01

INTER. JAZZ DANCE

MW

7:15-8:15PM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

PALICKI

HPE 140

01

INTER.

TT

12:30-1:30PM

1.0

ICE PAL

E. BOWSER

HPE 141

01

INTER. SWIMMING

MW

6:30-7:30AM

1.0

SH/POOL

MCGREGOR

HPE 142

01

INTER. SELF DEFENSE

TT

12:20-1:20PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZZARD

HPE 142

02

INTER. SELF DEFENSE

SUN

3:00-5:00PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZZARD

HPE 144

01

INTER. RACCUETBALL

SA

10:00-12:00PM

1.0

SH/CTS

GROVER

HPE 144

02

INTER. RACCUETBALL

SUN

3:00-5:00PM

1.0

SH/CTS

NEAL

HPE 144

03

INTER. RACCUETBALL

MW

5:00-6:00PM

1.0

SH/CTS

SHAW

HPE 146

01

INTER. STUNTS 6 TUMBLING
(CHEERLEADERS ONLY)

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/BAL-2

GRlfcGS

HPE 149

01

AEROBIC DANCE II

12:20-1:20PM

1.0-

SH/BAL-2

FRAZIER

HPE 149

02

AEROBIC DANCE II

5:15-6:15 PM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

SIMPERS

HPE 149

03

AEROBIC DANCE II

8:30-9:30AM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

LITTLE

HPE 152

01

ADV. SELF DEFENSE

12:00-2:00PM

1.0

SH/BAL-1

GRIZZARD

HPE 157

01

ADV.

BOWLING

1:00-3:00PM

1.0

PIN PAL

WILSON

HPE 159

01

AEROBIC DANCE III

5:15-6:15PM

1.0

SH/BAL-2

SIMPERS

HPE 162

01

HORSEBACK RIDING II
(INDOOR ARENA)

I:00-3:00PM

1.0

SP STABLE

FIORENTINO

HPE 167

01

INTER. WEIGHT TRAINING

TT

10:00-11:00

1.0

SH/115

GRIZZARD

HPE 168

01

INTER. SOCIAL DANCE

W

6:00-8:00PM

1.0

SH/108

SLATER

HPE 170

01

VARSITY SPORTS-BASKETBALL

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/205

SCARANO

HPE 170

02

VARSITY SPORTS-BASKETBALL

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/205

NABORS

HPE 174

01

VARSITY SPORTS-ICE HOCKEY

TBA

TBA

1.0

SH/205

ROSS

HPE 210

01

BASKETBALL OFFICIATING

SUN

1:00-5:00

2.0

SH/110

JOHNSON

HPE 220

01

SCUBA
LAB

TT
TBA

4:00-6:00PM
TBA

2.0

SH/110

DA8BS

HPE 221

01

ADV. SCUBA
LAB

TU
TBA

6:00-7:00PM
TBA

1.0

SH/110

DABBS

HPE 279

01

INSTRUMENT FLYING GRD. SCHOOL
(BOOKS INCLUDED)

TT

6:00-8:00PM

3.0

SH/206

LARSON

HPE 291

01

CPR INSTRUCTOR
(1/9. 1/16. 1/23)

SA

8: 00-4 :00AM '.

1.0

SH/108

FOWLER

HPE 299

01

FLD WK/ATHLETIC-PHYS ED

TBA

SH/126

MAN JONE

HPE 301

01

PHY. FITNESS ASSESS/ANALYSIS

6:30-8:30PM

SH/206

KALB

•i&s

_

I

_
•••

v.:

•

1

HPE 127

ICE SKATING

An Affirmative Action/Equal Opportunity Institution

I

1:00-3:00PM

\ .

A

978-02678

